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Abstract

For a two degree of freedom quantum integrable system, a new spectral quantity is de-
fined, the quantum rotation number. In the semiclassical limit, the quantum rotation number
can be detected on a joint spectrum and is shown to converge to the well-known classi-
cal rotation number. The proof requires not only semiclassical analysis (including Bohr-
Sommerfeld quantization rules) but also a detailed study on how quantum labels can be
assigned to the joint spectrum in a smooth way. This leads to the definition and analysis
of asymptotic lattices. The general results are applied to the semitoric case where formulas
become particularly natural.
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1 Introduction
Let M be R4 or, more generally, a 4-dimensional symplectic manifold. If a two-degree of free-
dom Hamiltonian system, given by a Hamiltonian H ∈ C∞(M), is integrable in the classical
Liouville sense, then it is well known that most of the dynamics takes place on invariant tori of
dimension 2. On each such torus Λ, the motion is particularly simple: in suitable angle coordi-
nates (θ1, θ2) on Λ, the Hamiltonian vector field XH is constant:

(XH)�Λ = α1
∂

∂θ1

+ α2
∂

∂θ2

.

This is the content of the classical action-angle theorem (see for instance [17] and the references
therein). The direction in RP 1 given by the frequency vector w := (α1, α2) is called the rotation
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number. If w is rational (by this we mean that α1 and α2 are linearly dependent over Q), then the
trajectory of the Hamiltonian system on Λ is periodic. On the contrary, when w is irrational, this
trajectory is dense on Λ. Thus, the knowledge of w gives important information on the nature of
the dynamics. Understanding the variation of w is also crucial for the study of perturbations of
H , via the various “KAM” theorems (see for instance the review article [41]).

The goal of this article is to investigate the effect of this dynamical quantity on a quantum
system. Assume for instance that we consider a Schrödinger operator P = −~2∆ + V , with
a smooth potential V on a 2-dimensional Riemannian manifold; assume moreover that this op-
erator is quantum integrable (see Section 3). Then, what is the manifestation of the underlying
classical rotation number on the spectrum of P ? A first answer was given by Hitrik and Sjöstrand
in a series of papers [25, 26] where they study the case of weakly non-selfadjoint operators (i.e.,
V has a small imaginary part), and they proved that the asymptotics of the spectrum, in the semi-
classical limit ~→ 0, exhibit very different behaviors depending on the rationality of the rotation
number. In the purely selfadjoint case, the construction of quasi-modes in the various situations
where w is strongly irrational or not was known for a long time, see for instance [31, 8]; how-
ever, perhaps surprisingly, only the non-selfadjoint case, where the spectrum, instead of being
one-dimensional, is deployed in the complex plane, gives some hope to recognize useful geo-
metric structures from the eigenvalues themselves. For quasi-periodic dynamics, this idea was
exploited to recover the Birkhoff normal form from the complex spectrum in [21]. A strong mo-
tivation for our work is the recent paper [24], which naturally leads to this intriguing question:
can you detect the rationality of the rotation number from the spectrum?

It is precisely this type of inverse spectral problem that we study in this paper. Here we stick
to the simpler “normal” case, which means that instead of considering the spectrum of a truly
non-selfadjoint operator, we consider the joint spectrum of a pair of commuting selfadjoint oper-
ators. The fully non-selfadjoint case is still largely open. We prove that one can define a quantum
rotation number, in a very natural and concrete way, from the joint spectrum of two commuting
operators (Definition (3.27)); moreover, in a suitable sense, this quantum rotation number con-
verges to the classical rotation number in the semiclassical limit ~ → 0 (Theorem 3.28). This
result is however more delicate than one could think at first sight, because it requires to be able
to detect from the joint spectrum a good labelling: a pair of integers (or “quantum numbers”) for
each joint eigenvalue, with suitable regularity properties (Definition 3.13). After going through
this constructive and combinatorial issue, we finally show that one can detect the classical ro-
tation number from the quantum spectrum. We also believe that the quantum rotation number
will prove to be a useful object in the study of quantum integrable (or near-integrable) systems,
and we hope to apply this idea on concrete systems in a near future. The recent article [23] on
asymmetric-top molecules nicely supports this idea.

The second motivation of this paper comes from the theory of semitoric systems, see [47,
37, 38, 40]. The general conjecture for quantum semitoric systems is that one can always re-
cover the underlying classical system from the spectrum of a quantum semitoric system [39,
Conjecture 9.1]. This builds on a number of geometric and spectral invariants, like the quan-
tum monodromy [13, 43]. Recent advances show that a general conjecture like this is not out
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of reach [33], although probably under suitable genericity assumptions. Thus, exhibiting a new
invariant that can be recovered from the system is an additional step in this direction; and it turns
out that this rotation number is particular well defined for semitoric systems, see Section 2.3.
The semitoric theory should find natural applications in the study of axisymmetric Schrödinger
operators, a question that we hope to investigate in a future work.

Our work contributes to the general inverse spectral theory in the semiclassical limit. Of
course, in such generality, this question has a long history, especially when restricted to the
particular case of Laplace-Beltrami or Schrödinger operators; see for instance the survey [14] and
the references therein. The semiclassical inverse problem for more general Hamiltonians, which
is our concern here, was also considered, albeit by less numerous studies, see in particular [28]
for a very general treatment. In the case of Liouville integrable systems, a line of program,
closely following recent development in the classification of Lagrangian fibrations, was proposed
in [48, 40, 42], but prior works have been produced in the Riemannian case, see for instance [50].

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we recall the classical definition of
the rotation number, explaining under which conditions it is well defined (which seems to be
an information that is difficult to locate in the literature), and its relationship with Hamiltonian
monodromy (Proposition 2.10). In Section 3, after recalling known results about the joint spec-
trum of commuting pseudo-differential operators, we propose our quantum rotation number and
prove that it determines the classical rotation number, which is the main result of the paper (The-
orems 3.28, 3.34 and Corollaries 3.50 and 3.47). An informal summary would be the following:

Theorem 1.1 Given a pair of commuting ~-pseudo-differential operators (Ĵ , Ĥ) whose princi-
pal symbols F := (J,H) form a completely integrable system, let Λ be a Liouville torus and
c = F (Λ) its classical value. Then, under suitable assumptions, the following hold:

1. the quantum rotation number for joint eigenvalues near c can be algorithmically computed
from the joint spectrum of the quantum system near c;

2. the quantum rotation number for joint eigenvalues at O(~)-distance of c converges, as
~→ 0 to the classical rotation number of Λ;

3. therefore, the joint spectrum of the quantum system completely determines the rotation
numbers of the classical system.

In this process, we are lead to introducing the notions of asymptotic lattices and their good
labellings in Section 3.3, and develop their analysis, independently of any quantization theory.
Then, an important part of the paper (Section 3.6) is devoted to the proof that such good labellings
can be algorithmically detected from the asymptotic lattices (Theorems 3.42 and 3.46), which
finally leads to the proof of Theorem 1.1 in Corollary 3.47.

Acknowledgements M.H. gratefully acknowledges the support of the ANR NOSEVOL (ANR
2011 BS01019 01) during the start of this project.
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2 The Classical Rotation Number
We first recall the notion of rotation number for integrable Hamiltonian systems. A general
discussion can also be found in [4]. Let H be a two-degree of freedom completely integrable
Hamiltonian on a four-dimensional symplectic manifold M : there exists a smooth function f
on M such that {f,H} = 0 and the differentials df and dH are almost everywhere indepen-
dent. From the dynamical viewpoint, the Hamiltonian H defines a dynamical system through its
Hamiltonian vector field XH , and the function f is a constant of motion. On the geometric side,
we have a foliation of the phase space M by (possibly singular) Lagrangian leaves given by the
common level sets of H and f .

2.1 Möbius transformations
Let us assume that the map F := (f,H) : M → R2 is proper, and let c be a regular value of
F . By the action-angle theorem [35] (see [17] for a more modern proof), the level set F−1(c) is
a finite union of two-dimensional tori, called Liouville tori; and near each Liouville torus, there
exist action-angle coordinates (I1, I2, θ1, θ2) ∈ neigh({0} × {0} × T2,R2 × T2) such that

H = g(I1, I2), (1)

for some smooth function g, and the symplectic form of M is dI1 ∧ dθ1 + dI2 ∧ dθ2. More
precisely, the action-angle theorem states that there is a local diffeomorphism:

G : (R2, 0)→ (R2, c)

such that, in the new coordinates, F = G(I1, I2). We shall always assume (as we may) that
the actions (I1, I2) are oriented with respect to (f,H), which means that det dG(0, 0) > 0. In
particular, dg does not vanish, which enables the following definition:

Definition 2.1 The rotation number of H relative to the oriented action variables I := (I1, I2)
on the Liouville torus Λ ⊂M is the projective number

[wI ](Λ) := [∂1g(I(Λ)) : ∂2g(I(Λ))] ∈ RP 1.

Probably the easiest dynamical interpretation of [wI1,I2 ](Λ) is the following. One deduces from (1)
that the Hamiltonian vector field of H , which is tangent to Λ, has the form

XH = ∂1g
∂

∂θ1

+ ∂2g
∂

∂θ2

.

Therefore, the flow of XH is a “straight line” winding quasi-periodically on the affine torus Λ
in the coordinates (θ1, θ2), and the rotation number [∂1g : ∂2g] is simply the direction of the
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trajectory. The map Λ 7→ (∂1g(I(Λ)), ∂2g(I(Λ))) is generally referred to as the frequency map
of the system. It is also convenient (and usual) to define the rotation number as the ratio:

wI(Λ) :=
∂1g(I(Λ))

∂2g(I(Λ))
∈ R (2)

with values in the 1-point compactification of the real line R = R ∪ {∞}. The diffeomorphism
R → RP 1, z 7→ [z] is defined by [z] := [z : 1] if z ∈ R and [z] := [1 : 0] if z = ∞, and
[wI ](Λ) = [wI(Λ)].

Note that the rotation number is not well defined by H only: it depends on the choice of
actions, which in turn might depend on the choice of constant of motion f . In this paper, we
shall always assume that f is given, as part of the data of the integrable Hamiltonian H; the
question of the consequences of the choice of f is interesting and apparently not widely spread;
we hope to return to this problem in a future paper.

Thus, we assume that (f,H) is fixed. We formalize the result on the change of action vari-
ables I → I ′ in the next lemma for further reference.

Lemma 2.2 If I ′ = (I ′1, I
′
2) is another set of action variables, then there is a matrix A =(

a b
c d

)
∈ SL(2,Z) such that

dI := AdI ′, (3)

and the new rotation number related to I ′ is

[wI′ ] = tA ◦ [wI ] , (4)

where ◦ denotes the natural action of SL(2,Z) on RP 1 (elements of RP 1 are viewed here as
equivalence classes of vectors in R2). If instead we write wI as the quotient (2), then wI′ is
obtained by the Möbius transformation:

wI′ =
awI + c

bwI + d
. (5)

An important fact is that the rationality of wI is well defined (i.e. preserved by Möbius trans-
formations). This is easy to understand from the dynamical viewpoint, since a rational rotation
number is equivalent to a periodic Hamiltonian flow for the vector field XH on the Liouville
torus, which is of course independent of the choice of action-angle coordinates. Actually, the
orbit of a (projective) rational rotation number under (projective) Möbius transformations is the
whole set of (projective) rational numbers: if [wI ] = [p : q] where (p, q) are either co-prime inte-

gers, or (1, 0), or (0, 1), then we can find integers u, v such that pu+qv = 1. LetA =

(
q u
−p v

)
.

The transformed rotation number is [wI′ ] = [0 : 1].
In fact, there exist more general notions of (ir)rationality that are also preserved by Möbius

transformations. An interesting class is given by non quadratic irrationals R \ Q(2), where we
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denote by Q(2) the set of algebraic numbers of degree 2, i.e. numbers x ∈ R such that (x2, x, 1)
are linearly dependent over Q. Of course, Q(2) contains Q, and it is clear that if x ∈ Q(2) and
a ∈ Q, then ax, x+a and 1/x (if x 6= 0) also belong to Q(2). Hence Möbius transforms preserve
Q(2). We shall let Q(2) = Q(2)∪∞, and denote by [Q(2)] := [Q(2)] the corresponding set in RP 1,
which is again SL(2,Z)-invariant.

Let Br be the set of regular Liouville tori. If F has connected level sets, Br can be identified
with the open subset in R2 of regular values of F . In general, it follows from the action-angle
theorem that Br is a smooth covering above the open set of regular values of F in R2.

Definition 2.3 A function [w] : W → RP 1 is called a rotation number for the system (f,H) on
the open set W ⊂ Br if for every Λ ∈ W , there exist a neighborhood U of Λ in W and a set of
action variables I := (I1, I2) on U such that [w] = [wI ] on U .

(We will use the same terminology for a function w : W → R.) As a consequence, a rotation
number is always a smooth function. In KAM theory, it is customary to require a “nondegen-
eracy” assumption, roughly that [w] is “far from constant”; here, we will use a similar, albeit
weaker, assumption.

Definition 2.4 An open set V ⊂ Br will be called degenerate for (f,H) if a (and hence any)
rotation number [w] on V is locally constant with values in [Q(2)].

Proof. We need to prove that this definition does not depend on the choice of a rotation number
[w]. Assume that [w] is locally constant on V with values in [Q(2)]. Let Λ ∈ V , let U be a
connected open neighborhood of Λ where [w] = [wI ]. Let [w′] be another rotation number for
(f,H) on V . Then, up to taking a smaller open set U , one can assume that [w′] = [wI′ ] on U , for
some choice of actions I ′ on U . It follows from the Möbius transform (4) that [wI′ ], and hence
[w′], must be constant on U . Moreover, by the remark above, this constant must belong to [Q(2)].
�

Definition 2.5 The non-degenerate support of (f,H) is the complement set in Br of the union of
all degenerate open sets for (f,H).

A rotation number exists near any Λ ∈ Br, but it may not exist on the whole of Br; however if
we restrict the non-degenerate support to an open set where a rotation number w does exist, the
following characterizations are elementary (due to the smoothness of w, and the fact that Q(2) is
countable):

Proposition 2.6 Let K be the non-degenerate support of (f,H); let [w] : W → RP 1 be a
rotation number. Then K ∩W is characterized by any of the following equivalent properties:

1. K ∩W is the closure in W of the set of Λ’s such that [w](Λ) 6∈ [Q(2)].

2. K ∩W is the union of the support of the differential d[w] with all the sets with non-empty
interior where [w] is constant, and the constant is not in [Q(2)].
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Remark 2.7 Let E ∈ R be a regular value of the Hamiltonian H . The submanifold ΣE :=
H−1(E) is foliated by the level sets of f . Regular level sets of f�ΣE

correspond to Liouville tori;
they form smooth one-dimensional families. The restriction of the rotation number to this family
is usually called the rotation function. It is important in many situations to know whether this
function is a local diffeomorphism. This property (the so-called “isoenergetic KAM condition”,
see for instance [1]) is invariant under Möbius transformations. By Proposition 2.6, the set of
tori satisfying the isoenergetic KAM condition is a subset of the non-degenerate support of the
system. 4

The relevance of the non-degenerate support in the inverse question is indicated by the fol-
lowing proposition.

Proposition 2.8 Let W be a connected open subset of the non-degenerate support of (f,H). Let
[w] and [w′] be two rotation numbers defined on W . Assume that [w] and [w′] coincide on a
neighborhood of a point Λ ∈ W . Then they coincide on all of W .

Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that W is relatively compact. We may then
find a finite covering of W by open sets Uj , j = 1, . . . , N , such that on each Uj there exist two
sets of action coordinates Ij and I ′j with [w] = [wIj ] and [w′] = [w′I′j

]; moreover, one can assume
that Λ ∈ U1 and [w] = [w′] on U1. We use the following lemma (proved below):

Lemma 2.9 Let U1 be an open subset of the non-degenerate support of (f,H), and assume that
there are action coordinates I and I ′ on U1 such that [wI ] = [wI′ ]. Then dI ′ = ±dI .

The Lemma implies that dI1 = ±dI ′1. Now let j ∈ {2, . . . , N} be such that U1 ∩ Uj 6= ∅. The
lemma implies in the same way that dIj = ±dI ′j on the open set U1∩Uj . Formula (3) shows that
the presheaf of action variables modulo constants is flat (transition functions A are constant); as
a consequence, one must have dIj = ±dI ′j on the whole open set Uj . This in turn implies that
[w] = [w′] on Uj as well, by Formula (4). Thus, by connectedness, we obtain that dIj = ±dI ′j
for every j, and [w] = [w′] on all Uj’s, and hence on W . �

Proof of Lemma 2.9. Let w : Λ 7→ w(Λ) ∈ R be the function defined as the common value of

wI(Λ) and wI′(Λ), for Λ ∈ U1. By the Möbius transformation formula (5), we have w =
aw + c

bw + d

with
(
a b
c d

)
∈ SL(2,Z). Thus,

bw2 + (d− a)w − c = 0. (6)

By Proposition 2.6, we have only two possible cases: either dΛw 6= 0, or there exists a neighbor-
hood of Λ on which w = w0 is constant, with w0 6∈ Q(2). In the latter case, it follows directly
from the definition of Q(2) that the coefficients of the quadratic equation (6) must vanish:

b = d− a = −c = 0.
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This implies A = ±Id. In the former case, there exists a local 1-dimensional submanifold
Γ through Λ on which dw 6= 0 (submersion theorem). The restriction wΓ can be taken as a
coordinate, say x, on Γ. Thus, for x in a open interval, one has

bx2 + (d− a)x− c = 0.

This, of course, implies that b = d− a = −c = 0, and we conclude again that A = ±Id. �

2.2 Rotation Number and Monodromy
We have seen that rotation numbers exist in a neighborhood of any regular Liouville torus. A
natural question arises, whether it is possible to define a rotation number on the whole set of
regular tori, Br. In fact, since the rotation number depends on the choice of local action coordi-
nates, it is naturally related to the so-called Hamiltonian monodromy of the system. We show in
this section the relation between these two objects, which explains how to define a global rota-
tion number. We were not able to locate this statement in the literature, however it is implicitly
underlying Cushman’s argument for the non-triviality of the monodromy of the Spherical Pen-
dulum reported in [17]; see also [12]. In the presence of global S1 actions, this argument can be
generalized to the co-called “fractional monodromy” [5].

In the realm of classical integrable systems (of any number of degrees of freedom n), the
Hamiltonian monodromy was discovered by Duistermaat in [17]. It is the obstruction to the ex-
istence of global action coordinates (modulo constants). In topological terms, it is merely the
SL(n,Z)-holonomy of the flat bundle over the set of regular tori of the system whose fiber is
the homology of the corresponding Liouville torus. Since then, a number of references have
explained this monodromy and its relationships with the many interesting geometric data in-
volved. Nowadays, the prominent object which contains the Duistermaat monodromy is the
integral affine structure on the set of regular tori. It shows up for instance in Mirror Symmetry
questions, see [30]. The relationships with quantum integrable systems was pointed out in [13]
and proved in [43]. See also [45] for an overview of various aspects of monodromy and semi-
classical analysis.

In this paper, we restrict to two degree of freedom integrable systems. The Hamiltonian
monodromy is a homomorphism:

µ : π1(Br)→ SL(2,Z),

defined up to a global conjugacy. Here π1(Br) is the fundamental group of the set of regular tori
Br. Since Br may not be simply connected, we introduce a simply connected covering

π : B̃r → Br.

An element Λ̃ ∈ B̃r can be seen as a homotopy class of a path from a fixed torus Λ0 to π(Λ).
Recall that a loop γ in Br acts fiberwise on the covering B̃r by concatenation of paths: given
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Λ̃ ∈ π−1(γ(0)), we define γ · Λ̃ to be (the homotopy class of) Λ̃ ◦ γ, i.e. the path corresponding
to Λ̃ followed by γ.

The following proposition shows that, because of monodromy, the rotation number should be
seen as a function on B̃r, i.e. a multivalued function on Br.

Proposition 2.10 Given a regular torus Λ ∈ Br for the integrable system (f,H), a choice of
action variables I = (I1, I2) near Λ, and Λ̃ ∈ π−1(Λ), there exists a smooth function [w̃] : B̃r →
RP 1 such that:

1. for any simply connected open set U ⊂ Br, the function [w] : U → RP 1 defined by

[w̃] = [w] ◦ π

is a rotation number for the system (f,H) (Definition 2.3).

2. near Λ̃, [w̃] = [wI ] ◦ π.

Moreover, let K ⊂ Br be the non-degenerate support of the system, and assume that Λ ∈ K.
Let W be a connected open subset of K containing Λ. Then the restriction of [w̃] to π−1(W ) is
unique, and we have, for any loop γ ∈ π1(W ),

γ · [w̃] = tµ(γ) ◦ [w̃],

where γ · [w̃] :=
(

Λ̃′ 7→ [w̃](γ · Λ̃′)
)

.

Proof. Since B̃r is simply connected, we can find “global action variables” on it, i.e. a map
Ĩ : B̃r → R2 such that for each small open ball Ũ on B̃r, the restriction of Ĩ to Ũ descends to
action variables IŨ for the initial integrable system (f,H) on U = π(Ũ). Moreover, we may
assume that IŨ0

= (I1, I2) if Ũ0 is a neighborhood of the initial torus Λ̃. For each Ũ , we define
[w̃] on Ũ by

[w̃] = [wIŨ ] ◦ π , (7)

where [wIŨ ] given by Definition 2.1. The fact that [w̃] is a smooth, single-valued function on B̃r

follows from the transition formula (4), where by definition here all transition maps A are the
identity matrix, because IŨ = IŨ ′ on π(Ũ) ∩ π(Ũ ′). This proves the existence of [w̃] satisfying
1. and 2.

The uniqueness statement is just a consequence of the unique continuation principle of Propo-
sition 2.6, and can be detailed as follows. Let Λ ∈ K, let W be a connected open subset of K
containing Λ, and let [w̃′] satisfy 1. and 2. Let Λ̃′ ∈ B̃r; we may connect Λ̃ to Λ̃′ by a path in
B̃r and cover this path by open subsets π−1(U1), . . . , π−1(UN), where each Uj is simply con-
nected, and Λ̃ ∈ U1. If follows from 2. that [w̃] and [w̃′] coincide near Λ̃. Let [w1] and [w′1]
be the corresponding rotation numbers defined by 1. on U1. They coincide near Λ (because π
is a local diffeomorphism), and hence they coincide on U1 by Proposition 2.6. We may now
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choose Λ̃1 ∈ π−1(U1 ∩ U2) and repeat the argument; we obtain that [w̃] and [w̃′] coincide on U2.
Continuing this way, we finally get [w̃](Λ̃′) = [w̃′](Λ̃′), and hence [w̃] = [w̃′] on Br.

Let us now turn to the last statement of the Proposition. To the action variables (I1, I2)
corresponds a unique basis (δ1, δ2) of H1(Λ,Z): δj is the cycle obtained by a trajectory of the
Hamiltonian flow of Ij . Since µ is the holonomy of the H1(·,Z)-bundle over Br, the parallel
transport of (δ1, δ2) above the closed loop γ yields a new basis of H1(Λ,Z) equal to µ(γ)(δ1, δ2),
which corresponds to the action variables µ(γ)(I1, I2), up to some constant in R2. In other words,
dĨ(γ · Λ̃) = µ(γ) ◦ dĨ(Λ̃). The transition formula (4) says

[wµ(γ)(I1,I2)] = tµ(γ) ◦ [w(I1,I2)].

But, because of uniqueness, one can assume that [w̃] is defined by (7); hence [w̃](γ · Λ̃) =
[wµ(γ)(I1,I2)](Λ), which yields the result. �

2.3 The semitoric case
A semitoric system, in a broad sense, is a two degree of freedom integrable Hamiltonian system
with a global S1 symmetry; more precisely, the HamiltonianH commutes with a smooth function
J whose Hamiltonian flow t 7→ ϕtJ is 2π-periodic, except at fixed points. Under some additional
hypothesis (which ensures, for instance, that the level sets of the energy-momentum map (J,H)
are connected), such systems have been introduced in [47] and classified in [37, 38]. Recently,
the hypothesis have been generalized, allowing to include famous examples like the Spherical
Pendulum, see [36, 27].

In the present work, we don’t need this classification, and hence we will use the terminology
“semitoric” is a very general acceptance:

Definition 2.11 An integrable system F = (J,H) on a 4-dimensional symplectic manifold M
will be called semitoric if the map F : M → R2 is proper, and the function J is a momentum
map for an effective Hamiltonian S1-action on M .

The existence of such a global symmetry has the interesting consequence that the rotation number
for the system F = (J,H) is defined in a more natural way, and can be interpreted as an angle
in R/Z:

Definition 2.12 If Λ is a Liouville torus for the semitoric system (J,H), the (semitoric) rotation
number w(Λ) ∈ R/Z is defined as follows. Take a point A ∈ Λ and let S1

A be the orbit of this
point under the flow of J . Consider the H-flow of A and denote by A′ the first return point of the
trajectory starting from A on the orbit S1

A. (See Figure 1.) Then 2πw(Λ) is the time necessary to
flow, under the action of J , from A to A′:

ϕ
2πw(Λ)
J (A) = A′.
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2πw

A

A′

Figure 1: The semitoric rotation number.

This definition is of course not new. It was popularized in particular by Arnold in the treatment
of perturbations of integrable systems, see for instance [2, Section 3 G]. In order to state in which
sense this new rotation number coincides with the general rotation number from Definition 2.1
(more specifically Equation (2)), we recall the following basic fact from the theory of semitoric
systems (see for instance [36, Lemma 5.1]):

Lemma 2.13 Let (J,H) be a semitoric system, and let Λ be a Liouville torus. Then there exists
a set of oriented action integrals near Λ of the form (J, I2).

It will be convenient to call such sets of action integrals “semitoric action variables”.

Proposition 2.14 Let (J,H) be a semitoric system, and let Λ be a Liouville torus. Let I be
semitoric action variables near Λ. Let w(Λ) be the semitoric rotation number of Definition 2.12,
and let wI(Λ) be the rotation number from Equation (2). Then

w(Λ) = (wI(Λ) mod Z).

Proof. Since I = (J, J2), we have XH = a1XJ + a2XI2 , for some smooth functions aj = aj(Λ),
such that wI(Λ) = a1(Λ)/a2(Λ). Notice that, since XH and XJ must be linearly independent on
Λ, we must have a2(Λ) 6= 0. Hence wI is a standard real number.

From Definition 2.12, there exists a positive time τ = τ(Λ) such that the flow of XH at time
τ followed by the flow of XJ at time −2πw(Λ) sends A to itself. In other words, the time-1 flow
of

Xper := τ(Λ)XH − 2πw(Λ)XJ (8)

is the identity on Λ. By the theory of action-angle variables, Xper is the Hamiltonian vector field
of the Hamiltonian

Hper :=

∫
γ

α,
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where α is a primitive of the symplectic form in a neighborhood of Λ, and the cycle γ is the
homology class of a periodic trajectory of Hper on Λ. Moreover, the action of Xper must be
effective, otherwise there would be a periodic trajectory of Xper of period 1/2, which would
imply by (8) that the image of A by the flow of XH at time τ(Λ)/2 would return to the S1-orbit
of A, contradicting the definition of τ(Λ). Hence the pair (J,Hper) is a set of action variables
near Λ, which implies Hper = ±2πI2 + 2πkJ for some k ∈ Z. From (8) we get

τ(Λ)XH = ±2πXI2 + 2π(w(Λ)− k)XJ .

The assumption that I = (J, I2) is oriented means ∂I2
∂H

> 0, which implies that only the sign
+2πI2 can occur, and hence we get wI(Λ) = w(Λ)− k.

In concrete examples, computing the rotation number can be a hard task. But, even in the
purely classical theory, it is an important piece of information about the system, related to the
“tennis-racket effect” [12], and is intimately related to the symplectic invariants classifying semi-
toric systems, as demonstrated in the case of the spherical pendulum by [19].

�

3 The Quantum Rotation Number
It is very natural to try and define a “quantum rotation number” by replacing energies by “quan-
tized energies”. That this is indeed possible will follow from the mathematical version of the
semiclassical Bohr-Sommerfeld rules, that we recall below. But first of all, we need to introduce
the quantum version of the image of the map F = (f,H), which is the joint spectrum [9].

3.1 Joint spectrum of commuting operators
Let P be a (possibly unbounded) selfadjoint operator acting on a Hilbert space H. The spectral
theorem constructs from P its so-called spectral measure, which is a projector-valued measure
on R. The support of the spectral measure is the spectrum of P , denoted by σ(P ). The spectrum
of P in an interval [E1, E2] is called discrete if any λ ∈ σ(P ) is isolated in σ(P ) ∩ [E1, E2], and
for any ε > 0 small enough, the spectral projector associated with the interval [λ− ε, λ + ε] has
finite rank.

The selfadjoint operators P1, . . . , Pk are said to pairwise commute if their spectral measures
commute, which we denote by [Pj, Pk] = 0. In this case, one can define the joint spectral
measure, and by definition the joint spectrum of (P1, . . . , Pk) is the support (in Rk) of this
measure. We shall denote it by Σ(P1, . . . , Pk). The joint spectrum is called discrete if all
λ ∈ Σ(P1, . . . , Pk) are isolated and, for any small enough compact neighborhood K of λ, the
joint spectral projector on K has finite rank.
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3.2 Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization rules for quantum integrable systems
Let P be a semiclassical ~-pseudo-differential operator on X = Rn, or on a compact manifold
X , where the semiclassical parameter ~ varies in an interval ]0, ~0] for some ~0 > 0. More
precisely, in the Rn case, we will assume that P is the semiclassical Weyl quantization of a
symbol in S(m) where m is an order function in the sense of [15, Definition 7.4]: there exist
C > 0, N > 0 such that

1 ≤ m(X) ≤ C〈X − Y 〉Nm(Y ) ∀X, Y ∈ R2n,

where 〈X〉 := (1 + ‖X‖2)1/2. For instance, one can take m(X) := 〈X〉d, for some d ∈ R. A
function a = a(x, ξ; ~) ∈ C∞(R2n) belongs to the class S(m) if, by definition,

∀α ∈ N2n,∀~ ∈ (0, ~0], |∂αa(x, ξ; ~)| ≤ Cαm(x, ξ),

and, in this paper, we shall always assume that such a symbol a admits an asymptotic expansion
a ∼∑j≥0 ~jaj in non-negative integral powers of ~ in this topology: for any N > 0,

a(x, ξ; ~)−
N∑
j=0

~jaj(x, ξ) ∈ ~N+1S(m). (9)

We then say that a pseudo-differential operator P belongs to S(m) (using the same notation,
since there will be in general no ambiguity) if its Weyl symbol belongs to S(m). The first term
a0 in (9) is called the principal symbol of P . Other classes of pseudo-differential operators can
be used, see [6], but we stick to S(m) for its ease of use and ample documentation (see for
instance [15, 34, 52]).

In the manifold case, we will assume that P belongs to the Kohn-Nirenberg class Sd(X),
(d ∈ R), which means that in local coordinates, after cut-off in the position variable x ∈ X ,
P can be written as a pseudo-differential operator with a symbol a(x, ξ; ~) such that (see for
instance [52, Chapter 14])

∀(α, β) ∈ Nn × Nn,∀~ ∈ (0, ~0],
∣∣∣∂αx∂βξ a(x, ξ; ~)

∣∣∣ ≤ Cα,β〈ξ〉d−|β|.

In this case, to unify notations, we call m(x, ξ) := 〈ξ〉d the corresponding order function, and
denote S(m) := Sd(X).

The operator P is said to be elliptic at infinity in S(m) if P ∈ S(m) and |a(x, ξ; ~)| ≥
cm(x, ξ) for some c > 0 and for large (x, ξ) in the Rn case; and similarly |a0(x, ξ)| ≥ c〈ξ〉d in
the manifold case.

A quantum integrable system is the data of n commuting selfadjoint pseudo-differential op-
erators P1, . . . , Pn in S(m), such that the map of the principal symbols F := (p1, . . . , pn) defines
a classical integrable system in T ∗X . We shall always assume that F is proper; in case the order
functionm is unbounded, we make the stronger assumption that the operatorQ := P 2

1 + · · ·+P 2
n
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is elliptic at infinity in S(m2). Note that, for pseudo-differential operators, the commutation
property [Pj, Pk] = 0 is equivalent to the weak commutation (see [6])

∀u ∈ C∞0 (Rn), PjPku = PkPju.

In this case, for any f ∈ C∞0 (Rn), the operator f(P1, . . . , Pn) (obtained via the joint spectral
measure) is a pseudo-differential operator in S(m−N) for any N ∈ N ([15, Chapter 8]).

Typical examples of quantum integrable systems (with unbounded symbols) are given by two
degree of freedom Schrödinger operators with an axi-symmetric potential; these can occur either
on R2 [6], or on a Riemannian surface of revolution [9, 11], and can be used to obtain efficient
numerical methods, see [3].

Proposition 3.1 ([6]) If P1, . . . , Pn is a quantum integrable system, satisfying the above hypoth-
esis, then its joint spectrum Σ(P1, . . . , Pn) is discrete when ~ is small enough.

Proof. Let λ := (λ1, . . . , λn) ∈ Σ(P1, . . . , Pn), and let K ⊂ R be a compact neighborhood of λ.
Since F is proper, the map f ◦ F has compact support for any f ∈ C∞0 (Rn). Hence the pseudo-
differential operator f(P1, . . . , Pn) is compact for small ~. Choosing f ≡ 1 on a neighborhood
of K, we see that the spectral projector 1K(P1, . . . , Pn) = f(P1, . . . , Pn)1K(P1, . . . , Pn) is com-
pact; hence its rank is finite. �

The following result, which is a mathematical justification of the old Bohr-Sommerfeld rule
from quantum mechanics, states that the joint spectrum of a quantum integrable system takes
the form of an approximate lattice in any neighborhood of a regular value of F . It was first
obtained by Colin de Verdière in the homogeneous setting [11], and then by Charbonnel in the
semiclassical setting [6]. A purely microlocal approach was proposed in [44] (see also [46]).
When n = 1 and P is a Schrödinger operator, explicit methods for second order ODEs can be
employed, see [49].

Theorem 3.2 ([11, 6]) Let P1, . . . , Pn is a quantum integrable system satisfying the above hy-
pothesis. Let c ∈ Rn be a regular value of the principal symbol map F = (p1, . . . , pn). Assume
that the fiber F−1(c) is connected. Then we can describe the joint spectrum around c as follows.

1. (joint eigenvalues have multiplicity one) There exists a non empty open ball B ⊂ Rn

(independent of ~) around c and ~0 > 0 such that for any λ ∈ Σ(P1, . . . , Pn) ∩ B and for
all ~ < ~0, the joint spectral projector of (P1, . . . , Pn) onto the ball B(λ, ~2) has rank 1.

2. (the joint spectrum is a deformed lattice) There exists a bounded open set U ⊂ Rn and
a smooth map G~ : U → Rn admitting an asymptotic expansion in the C∞ topology:

G~ = G0 + ~G1 + ~2G2 + · · ·

such that the joint eigenvalues in Σ(P1, . . . , Pn) ∩B are given by the quantities

λ = G~(~k1, . . . , ~kn) + O(~∞), (10)
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where (k1, . . . , kn) ∈ Zn is such that G~(~k1, . . . , ~kn) ∈ B, and the O(~∞) remainder is
uniform as ~ → 0. Moreover, G0 is a diffeomorphism from U onto a neighborhood of B
given by the action-angle theorem:

F = G0(I1, . . . , In), (11)

where (I1, . . . , In) is a set of action variables for the classical system, defined in a neigh-
borhood of F−1(c), and U is a neighborhood of Ic = I(F−1(c)).

It is important to notice that, contrary to the classical case, one can not always assume that
the actions (I1, . . . , In) take values in a neighborhood of the origin (in other words, Ic is not
necessarily zero). In fact Ic is given by the integrals of the Liouville 1-form of the cotangent
bundle T ∗X over a basis of cycles of the torus F−1(c).

Remark 3.3 That this statement can be generalized to multiple connected components of F−1(c)
is “well known to specialists”; however to our knowledge that generalization cannot be found
in the literature. We haven’t included it here because it will be important for us to make the
connectedness hypothesis throughout the paper. However, we expect it to become necessary for
the future study of integrable systems with hyperbolic singularities, which are very common in
the spectroscopy of small molecules (eg. LiNC/NCLi, see [29]), and related to the so-called
fractional monodromy, see for instance [20]. 4

Remark 3.4 We have not attempted here to extend our analysis to commuting Berezin-Toeplitz
operators on prequantizable symplectic manifolds (see [32] for a nice introduction to Berezin-
Toeplitz quantization). Thanks to the work of Charles [7], we believe that most of our results
should be adaptable to that situation. 4

3.3 Asymptotic lattices and good labelling
Sets of points in Rn that are described by an equation of the type of (10) can be called ’asymptotic
lattices’, see [43]. Indeed, when ~ is small enough, the map G~ : U → Rn is a diffeomorphism
onto its image, and hence it sends the local lattice ~Zn ∩ U one-to-one into the joint spectrum
Σ(P1, . . . , Pn)∩B mod O(~∞). This also implies that for any strictly smaller ball B̃ b B, the
map obtained by the restriction to lattice points

G~ : ~Z2 ∩G−1
~ (B̃)→ Σ(P1, . . . , Pn) ∩ B̃ mod O(~∞)

is onto. The goal of this section is to make these observations precise by introducing the formal
definition of asymptotic lattices and deriving some of their properties; this analysis partly builds
on and extends [43].

Definition 3.5 Let B ⊂ Rn be a simply connected bounded open set. Let L~ ⊂ B be a discrete
subset of B depending on the small parameter ~ ∈ I, where I ⊂ R∗+ is a set of positive real
numbers admitting 0 as an accumulation point. We say that (L~, I, B) is an asymptotic lattice if
the following two statements hold:
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1. there exist ~0 > 0 , ε0 > 0, and N0 ≥ 1 such that for all ~ ∈ I ∩ ]0, ~0],

~−N0 min
(λ1,λ2)∈L2~
λ1 6=λ2

‖λ1 − λ2‖ ≥ ε0;

2. there exist a bounded open set U ⊂ Rn and a family of smooth maps G~ : U → Rn, for
~ ∈ I, admitting an asymptotic expansion in the C∞(U) topology:

G~ = G0 + ~G1 + ~2G2 + · · · (12)

with Gj ∈ C∞(U ;Rn), for all j ≥ 0. Moreover, G0 is an orientation preserving diffeo-
morphism from U onto a neighborhood of B, and

G~(~Zn ∩ U) = L~ + O(~∞) inside B,

by which we mean: there exists a sequence of positive numbers (CN)N∈N, such that for all
~ ∈ I, the following holds.

(a) For all λ ∈ L~ there exists k ∈ Zn such that ~k ∈ U and

∀N ∈ N, ‖λ−G~(~k)‖ ≤ CN~N . (13)

(b) For every open set Ũ0 b G−1
0 (B), there exists ~̃0 > 0 such that for all ~ ∈ I ∩ ]0, ~̃0],

for all k ∈ Zn with ~k ∈ Ũ0, there exists λ ∈ L~ such that (13) holds.

Such a map G~ will be called an asymptotic chart for L~. We will also denote it by (G~, U).

Notice that the orientation preserving requirement is not a true restriction; indeed, one may pick
an element A ∈ GL(n,Z) with detA = −1, and then (G~ ◦A,A−1U) is a good asymptotic chart
if and only if (G~, U) is an “orientation reversing asymptotic chart”.

For shortening notation, we shall often simply call L~ an asymptotic lattice, instead of the
triple (L~, I, B). Of course the simplest asymptotic lattice is the square lattice ~Zn ∩ B, with
chart G~ = Id. In general, if G~ is any map satisfying (12) with G0 a diffeomorphism onto a
neighborhood of B, then G~(~Zn ∩ U) ∩B is an asymptotic lattice.

With this definition, we may now rephrase Theorem 3.2 as follows.

Theorem 3.6 With the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2, near any regular value c ∈ Rn with connected
fiber, the joint spectrum of the quantum integral system (P1, . . . , Pn), with ~ ∈ I = ]0, ~0] is an
asymptotic lattice.

Let us state some elementary properties of asymptotic charts, for further reference. For sub-
sets A,B of Rn, we use the notation A b B to mean that A is compact and contained in B. For
a map G : U → Rn, where U ⊂ Rd is an open set, we denote by G′ : U → L(Rd;Rn) the full
derivative (or linear tangent map) of G.
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Lemma 3.7 Let (L~, I, B) be an asymptotic lattice, and let (G~, U) be an asymptotic chart for
it. Let ~0 > 0. The following properties of G~ hold.

1. All derivatives of G~ are bounded on any compact subset of U , uniformly for ~ ≤ ~0:

∀Ũ b U,∀α ∈ Nn,∃CŨ ,α > 0,∀~ ∈ I ∩ ]0, ~0], sup
Ũ

‖∂αG~‖ ≤ CŨ ,α.

2. For any Ũ b U , there exist non-negative constants M,M ′ such that

∀~ ∈ I ∩ ]0, ~0], sup
Ũ

‖G~ −G0‖ ≤ ~M, sup
Ũ

‖G′~ −G′0‖ ≤ ~M ′. (14)

3. For any Ũ b U , for any N ≥ 0, there exists a non-negative constant RN such that, for all
~1, ~2 ∈ I ∩ ]0, ~0],

sup
Ũ

‖G~2 −G~1‖ ≤ RN(|~2 − ~1|+ ~N1 + ~N2 ).

4. For any Ũ b U , there exist non-negative constants L0, L1 such that, for all ~ ∈ I ∩ ]0, ~0],
∀ξ1, ξ2 ∈ Ũ , if the segment [ξ1, ξ2] is contained in Ũ then

‖G~(ξ2)−G~(ξ1)‖ ≤ L0 ‖ξ2 − ξ1‖ (15)

‖G~(ξ2)−G~(ξ1)−G′~(ξ1) · (ξ2 − ξ1)‖ ≤ L1 ‖ξ2 − ξ1‖2 . (16)

5. The map G~ is formally invertible: there exists a smooth map F~, defined on a neighbor-
hood of B, that admits an asymptotic expansion

F~ = F0 + ~F1 + ~2F2 + · · · (17)

such that
F~ ◦G~ = Id + O(~∞), and G~ ◦ F~ = Id + O(~∞). (18)

In particular, F0 = G−1
0 .

6. For any Ũ b U , there exists ~0 > 0 such that for all ~ ∈ I ∩ ]0, ~0], the restriction of
G~ to Ũ is invertible onto its image. Moreover, its inverse G−1

~ is smooth and admits an
asymptotic expansion in powers of ~ equal to that of F~ in (17).

7. Given ξ ∈ U , the map ~ 7→ G~(ξ) is not necessarily continuous. However, there exists
a smooth map G̃ ∈ C∞([−~0, ~0]) × U) such that, for all ξ ∈ U , ∀~ ∈ I ∩ ]0, ~0],
G~(ξ) = G̃(~, ξ) + R~(ξ), and R~ = O(~∞) in the C∞(U) topology. In particular,
G̃(0, ξ) = G0(ξ).
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8. If G̃~ = G~ + O(~∞) in C∞(U), then G̃~ is also an asymptotic chart for (L~, I, B).

Proof. Items 1, 2 and 3 directly follow from the asymptotic expansion (12). Taylor’s formula and
Item 1 gives Item 4. Item 5 is a standard consequence of (12): the functions Fj can be defined by
induction, using Taylor expansions, and F~ is obtained by the Borel lemma. Item 7 also follows
from a Borel summation of the formal series

∑
~kGk. To prove Item 6, observe that near any

ξ ∈ U , if ~ is small enough, G′~(ξ) is invertible due to the invertibility of G′0 and (14). Hence
on a compact subset of U , we may find ~0 such the local inversion theorem applies if ~ < ~0,
showing that G~ is a local diffeomorphism for all ~ ∈ I ∩ ]0, ~0]. Thus, there exists δ > 0 such
that for any ξ0 ∈ Ũ , the restriction of G~ to the ball B(ξ0, δ) is a diffeomorphism onto its image.
If follows from (18) that there exists ~0 > 0 depending only on G~ and Ũ such that

∀~ ∈ I ∩ ]0, ~0], ∀ξ ∈ Ũ , ‖F~ ◦G~(ξ)− ξ‖ ≤ δ/3.

Hence G~(ξ1) = G~(ξ2) implies ‖ξ1 − ξ2‖ ≤ 2δ/3, which in turn implies ξ1 = ξ2, proving the
injectivity of G~ on Ũ , which gives the result. Notice that, by choosing Ũ large enough, we can
always ensure that G~(Ũ) contains a neighborhood of B. �

Remark 3.8 As usual in semiclassical analysis, equality of sets “modulo O(~∞)” has to be taken
with care. Given an asymptotic lattice (L~, I, B), because of boundary effects, it is not true that
the Hausdorff distance between L~ and B ∩ G~(~Zn ∩ U) is O(~∞). Consider the following
example: n = 1, B = ]0, 1[, I = ]0, 1], L~ = ~Z ∩ B. One can check that (L~, I, B) is an
asymptotic lattice with chart G~ = Id : U = ]−1, 2[ → U . By virtue of Item 8 of Lemma 3.7,
the map G̃~(ξ) = ξ + e−1/~ is again an asymptotic chart for L~. However, if ~ is small enough,
minG~(~Z ∩ U) ∩ B = e−1/~ while minL~ = ~. So, in this case, the Hausdorff distance is
~− e−1/~, which is not O(~∞). 4

Remark 3.9 It follows from Item 7 of Lemma 3.7 that, up to changing U for a smaller U ′ b U ,
one can always choose an asymptotic chart G~ that is smooth with respect to ~. This, in turns,
improves Item 3 by suppressing the term ~N1 + ~N2 . 4

We now turn to the description of the asymptotic lattices themselves. Using an asymptotic
chart, we can put an integer label on each point of the lattice:

Lemma 3.10 If G~ is an asymptotic chart for L~, then there exists a family of maps k~ : L~ 7→
Zn, ~ ∈ I, which is unique for ~ small enough, and such that (13) holds with k = k~(λ), i.e.
~k~(λ) ∈ U and

∀λ ∈ L~, ∀N ≥ 0, ‖G~(~k~(λ))− λ‖ ≤ CN~N . (19)

Moreover this map is injective.

Proof. From Item 6 of Lemma 3.7, let ~0 > 0 and Ũ b U be such that, for all ~ ≤ ~0,
G~ : Ũ → B1 is invertible onto B1, a fixed bounded open neighborhood of B. Let λ ∈ L~. If k
and k̃ in Zn satisfy (13) (for some arbitrary family (CN)N≥0), then G~(~k) and G~(~k̃) belong
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to B + B(0, CN~N). We can assume that ~0 is small enough so that the latter is contained in
B1. Thus, ~k and ~k̃ belong to Ũ . Moreover, ‖G~(~k) − G~(~k̃)‖ ≤ 2CN~N , which entails
‖~k − ~k̃‖ ≤ 2LFCN~N , where LF is a uniform upper bound for the Lipschitz norm of G−1

~ on
Ũ . Choose any N1 > 1 and take ~0 small enough so that

2LFCN1~
N1−1
0 < 1 ; (~-20)

we obtain, for any ~ ≤ ~0, ‖k − k̃‖ < 1 and hence k = k̃. This shows that, for any ~ ≤ ~0, any
λ ∈ L~ is associated with a unique k ∈ Zn such that (13) holds. We call this map k~. Notice that
k~ = 1

~G
−1
~ �L~

+O(~∞). In order to prove injectivity, assume k~(λ1) = kh(λ2). From (13) again
we now get ‖λ1 − λ2‖ ≤ 2CN~N for all N . Let (ε0, N0) be the constants defined by item 1 of
Definition 3.5; if

2CN~N < ε0~N0 , (~-21)

which will happen if one chooses N > N0 and ~0 small enough, we conclude that λ1 = λ2. �

Remark 3.11 Note that a consequence of the above lemma (and its proof) is that, eventually,
Condition 1 in the definition of asymptotic lattices (Definition 3.5) holds with N0 = 1, provided
~0 is small enough. Indeed, let λ1, λ2 ∈ L~ and let ki = k~(λi), i = 1, 2: for all N ≥ 0,
‖λi −G~(~ki)‖ ≤ CN~N . Then if ‖λ1 − λ2‖ < ε~ for some ε > 0, we obtain

‖G~(~k1)−G~(~k2)‖ < 2CN~N + ε~,

and hence ‖~k1 − ~k2‖ < LF (2CN~N−1 + ε)~. Therefore, we may choose any N > 1, (and, as
above, any N1 > 1, N2 > N0), and conclude by the injectivity of k~ that λ1 = λ2 as soon as ε
and ~0 verify

~N1−1
0 <

1

2LFCN1

, ~N2−N0
0 <

ε0
2CN2

, and ε+ 2CN~N−1
0 ≤ 1

LF
. (~-22)

In other words, if ε and ~0 satisfy (~-22), then

∀~ ∈ I ∩ ]0, ~0] ∀λ ∈ L~, B(λ, ε~) ∩ L~ = {λ} . (23)

In order to simplify the statement of our results, we could fix from now on N1 = N = 2 and
N2 = N0 + 1, and (~-22) would be satisfied if we took ε = 1

3LF
and

~0 = min

(
ε0

4CN0+1

;
1

6LFC2

)
.

However, we believe that in some situations, having the possibility to optimize such estimates by
taking large N ’s can be useful. 4

Remark 3.12 A completely similar argument shows that for all λ ∈ L~, the integer vector k~(λ)
defined in Lemma 3.10 is the unique element k ∈ Zn such that ~k ∈ U and

‖λ−G~(k~)‖ ≤ ε~
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as soon as LF (CN~N−1 + ε) < 1 (which is implied by (~-22)). Of course, this, in turn, implies
the much better estimate (19). 4

Definition 3.13 The map k~ from Lemma 3.10 will be called a good labelling of L~.

Let B̃ b B. Then a good labelling is surjective onto (1
~G
−1
0 (B̃)) ∩ Zn, in a uniform way: by

Item 2b of Definition 3.5 with Ũ0 = G−1
0 (B̃), there exists ~̃0 > 0 such that, for all ~ ≤ ~̃0 there

exists λ ∈ L~ with λ = G~(~k) + O(~∞), and hence by Lemma 3.10, k~(λ) = k, as soon as ~0

satisfies (~-20).
It follows that the set L~ is always “dense in B as ~→ 0”, by which we mean the following:

Lemma 3.14 For any c ∈ B, there exists a family (λ~)~∈I with λ~ ∈ L~ such that

λ~ = c+ O(~).

Proof. If k(~) := b ξ~c (the vector obtained by taking the integer part of all the components of
ξ
~ ), where ξ := G−1

0 (c), then ‖~k(~)− ξ‖ ≤ ~. Thus, if B̃ b B is a neighborhood of c, then
~k(~) ∈ G−1

0 (B̃) for ~ small enough, and we may define λ~ to be the point in L~ associated with
the label k(~). Since ‖G~(~k(~))− c‖ ≤ L0 ‖~k(~)− ξ‖ + ‖G~(ξ)− c‖ ≤ L0~ + M~, where
M is defined in (14), we get, for any N ≥ 0, ‖λ~ − c‖ ≤ (L0 +M)~ + CN~N . �

Equipped with a good labelling (or, equivalently, with an asymptotic chart), an asymptotic
lattice possesses the interesting feature that its individual points inherit a well-defined “smooth”
evolution as ~ varies, in the following sense. Let λ~ ∈ L~. If ~0 is small enough, then by the
injectivity of Lemma 3.10 and (23), for any ~ ≤ ~0, λ~ is the unique closest point toG~(~k~(λ~))
in L~. Thus, we may now fix the integer k0 = k~0(λ~0) and consider the evolution of the cor-
responding point k−1

~ (k0) ∈ L~ as ~ varies close to ~0. Although this evolution may not be
continuous, it is O(~∞)-close to the smooth map ~ 7→ G̃(~, ~k0), where G̃ is the smooth rep-
resentative introduced in Lemma 3.7, Item 7. Notice that the typical behaviour of the point
G~(~k0), as ~ → 0, is to leave the neighborhood where the chart G~ is meaningful. Indeed,
~k0 → 0 ∈ Rn, and there is no reason why 0 should belong to U . This is analogous to the well-
known phenomenon that occurs for eigenvalues of operators depending on a parameter, when
we restrict our attention to a fixed spectral window. As a way to disregard this “drift”, it will be
useful to define the notion of a good labelling “modulo a constant”, as follows.

Definition 3.15 A map k̄~ : L~ → Zn is called a linear labelling for L~ if there exists a family
(κ~)~∈]0,~0] of vectors in Zn such that k̄~ + κ~ is a good labelling for L~.

Of course any good labelling is a linear labelling; we shall see in Section 3.6 below that linear
labellings may be easier to construct.

Another important property of asymptotic lattices is that they can be equipped with an “asymp-
totic Zn-action” in the following sense. Fix a good labelling k~ for L~. Let B̃ b B be open, and
let κ ∈ Zn be a fixed integral vector. Let B̂ be an open set such that B̃ b B̂ b B. If ~ is small
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enough (depending on B̃, B̂, and κ), for any λ ∈ L~ ∩ B̃, we have ~(k~(λ) + κ) ∈ G−1
0 (B̂);

therefore, there exists a unique point in L~, denoted by λ +
k~
κ, such that

k~(λ +
k~
κ) = k~(λ) + κ. (24)

This property characterizes linear labellings, as follows.

Proposition 3.16 Let L~ be an asymptotic lattice in the open set B with good labelling k~. Let
B̃ b B be open and connected. Let a map k̃~ : L~ → Zn, defined for ~ ∈ I, commute with
translations in the following sense: for any κ ∈ Zn, there exists ~κ > 0 such that

∀~ ≤ ~κ, ∀λ ∈ L~ ∩ B̃, k̃~(λ +
k~
κ) = k̃~(λ) + κ. (25)

Then k̃~ is a linear labelling for (L~ ∩ B̃, I, B̃) (associated with the good labelling k~ restricted
to B̃).

In order to prove this proposition, we first show that L~ ∩ B̃ is ‘connected by lattice paths’.

Lemma 3.17 Let L~, ~ ∈ I, be an asymptotic lattice in an open set B. Let B̃ b B̂ b B, where
B̃ and B̂ are open and B̃ is connected. Given a good labelling k~ for L~, there exists ~0 > 0
such that, given any ~ ∈ ]0, ~0] ∩ I, and given any pair of points z1, z2 ∈ L~ ∩ B̃, there exists
a finite sequence (ε(j))j∈{1,...,N} in {−1, 0, 1}n, and a finite sequence of points λj ∈ L~ ∩ B̂,
j = 0, . . . , N , such that

λ0 = z1 , ∀j = 0, . . . , N − 1, λj+1 = λj +
k~
ε(j+1) , and λN = z2 . (26)

Proof. Let (G~, U) be an asymptotic chart for L~ associated with k~ (see Lemma 3.10). Let
c ∈ B̃. Let Ṽ ⊂ U be an open cube centered at ξ = G−1

0 (c). Let us first prove the ‘lattice-
connectedness’ property (26) for B̃ = G0(Ṽ ). Let V̂ ⊂ U be another open cube containing Ṽ .
It follows from the existence and the asymptotic expansion of G−1

~ (Item 6 of Lemma 3.7) that
G−1

~ (B̃) ⊂ V̂ , if ~ is small enough. Therefore, if V ⊂ U is another open cube containing V̂ ,
Lemma 3.10 implies that, for ~ small enough, ~k~(λ) ⊂ V for any λ ∈ L~∩B̃, and k−1

~ ((~−1V )∩
Zn) ⊂ B̂. In V ∩ ~Zn, any two points ξ1, ξ2 can obviously be joined by acting by the canonical
basis of the lattice. Applying k−1

~ , this shows the required property (26). The number N of steps
in (26) can be as large as O(1/~), but the set of involved κ’s in {−1, 0, 1}n being finite, we do
get an ~0 > 0 for which the result is uniform for all ~ ∈ I ∩ ]0, ~0].

If B̃ ⊂ B is a general connected open set, with compact closure contained inB, we can cover
it by a finite number of deformed cubes of the form G0(Ṽ ) b B̂, as above. If ~ is small enough,
the intersection of two such deformed cubes is either empty or contains a point in L~. Therefore
the connectedness property holds for the union of two deformed cubes with a common point, and
by induction for the union of all deformed cubes, hence for B̃. �
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Proof of Proposition 3.16. Let ~0 = minκ∈{−1,0,1}n ~κ. We may also assume that ~0 is small
enough so that Lemma 3.17 holds. Hence, applying (25) to (26) we obtain k̃~(λj+1) = k̃~(λj) +
ε(j+1), and hence

k̃~(z2) = k̃~(z1) +
N∑
j=1

ε(j) .

On the other hand, if we consider the good labelling k~, the translation invariance property (24)
gives similarly

k~(z2) = k~(z1) +
N∑
j=1

ε(j) .

Therefore, k̃~(z2)− k~(z2) = k̃~(z1)− k~(z1), for all z1, z2 ∈ B̃ and ~ ≤ ~0; so k̃~ − k~ is equal
to a constant K(~) ∈ Zn on B̃. Hence k̃~ = k~ −K(~) is a linear labelling for L~ on B̃. �

Theorem 3.2 says that the joint spectrum of a quantum integrable system is an asymptotic
lattice near any regular point of the momentum map; in other words, the joint spectrum possesses
“good quantum numbers” (k1, . . . , kn), which is formalized in Definition 3.13 as the existence
of a good labelling. This property was used in [43] to define the notion of quantum monodromy.

In this paper, we shall need to go one step further, namely we will ask the question: can one
construct a good labelling from the joint spectrum only? Indeed, a good labelling is not unique,
according to the following, straightforward, result:

Lemma 3.18 If G~ is an asymptotic chart for L~, defined on an open set U , then for any
orientation preserving linear transformation with integer coefficients A ∈ SL(n,Z), the map
G̃~ := G~ ◦ A is another asymptotic chart for L~, defined on A−1U , and corresponding to the
new good labelling k̃~ = A−1 ◦ k~.

Proposition 3.19 If k̄(1)
~ and k̄(2)

~ are two linear labellings for an asymptotic lattice (L~, I, B),
then for any connected open set B̃ b B, there exists a unique matrix A ∈ SL(n,Z), independent
of ~, a family (κ~)~∈I in Zn, and ~0 > 0 such that

∀~ ∈ I ∩ [0, ~0], k̄
(2)
~ = A ◦ k̄(1)

~ + κ~ on L~ ∩ B̃.

Proof. (a) Let G(1)
~ and G(2)

~ be asymptotic charts associated with the linear labellings k̄(1)
~ and

k̄
(2)
~ , respectively, and let k(1)

~ and k(2)
~ be the corresponding good labellings. Let λ0 ∈ L~ and

choose it as an “origin” of the linear labellings: up to changing their constant term, one can
assume that k̄(1)

~ (λ0) = k̄
(2)
~ (λ0) = 0 ∈ Zn. Let B = (e1, . . . , en) be the canonical basis of

Zn, and let (λ
(j)
1 , . . . , λ

(j)
n ), j = 1, 2, be the corresponding points in L~ for the two labellings,

namely:
k̄

(j)
~ (λ

(j)
i ) = ei. (27)
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To make sure these points do exist, one can impose λ0 to stay in a O(~) neighborhood of a fixed
point c ∈ B̃; then by Item 6 of Lemma 3.7, (G

(j)
~ )−1(λ0) will stay in an O(~) neighborhood of

ξ(j) := (G
(j)
0 )−1(c). Hence, by (19), the same holds for ~k(j)

~ (λ0). Denote k(j)
0 := k

(j)
~ (λ0). Let

Ũ
(j)
0 b (G(j))−1(B) containing ξ(j), and let ~ be small enough so that Ũ (j)

0 , for j = 1, 2, contains
~k(j)

0 + ~B. By Item 2b of Definition 3.13, the points λ(j)
i are now well-defined by (27), because

k̄
(j)
~ (λ

(j)
i ) = k̄

(j)
~ (λ

(j)
i )− k̄(j)

~ (λ0) = k
(j)
~ (λ

(j)
i )− k(j)

~ (λ0), and hence λ(j)
i is defined by

~k(j)
~ (λ

(j)
i ) = ~k(j)

0 + ~ei ∈ Ũ0. (28)

(b) Now, let v(j)
i = (λ

(j)
i − λ0), i = 1, . . . , n, be the corresponding “basis vectors” of the

asymptotic lattice. By the uniform Taylor formula (16), and (14),

v
(1)
i = ~(G

(1)
~ )′(~k(1)

0 ) · ei + O(~2) = ~(G
(1)
0 )′(ξ(1)) · ei + O(~2) . (29)

The point λ(1)
i can also be labelled by k(2)

~ ; let

zi := k
(2)
~ (λ

(1)
i )− k(2)

0 ∈ Zn. (30)

Remember that zi, contrary to ei, depends on ~. Similarly, we have

v
(1)
i = ~(G

(2)
0 )′(ξ(2)) · zi + O(~2) ,

and hence
ei = [(G

(1)
0 )′(ξ(1))]−1(G

(2)
0 )′(ξ(2)) · zi + O(~) . (31)

Let d2 = d2(~) := det(z1, . . . , zn) ∈ N. Let δ1,2 := det
(

[(G
(1)
0 )′(ξ(1))]−1(G

(2)
0 )′(ξ(2))

)
.

From (31), 1 = δ1,2d2 + O(~). Now repeat the argument with exchanging the two labellings:
we obtain a new integer d1 = d1(~) ∈ N such that 1 = δ2,1d1 + O(~), with δ2,1 = δ−1

1,2 . Hence
d1d2 = 1 + O(~), which implies d1d2 = 1 if ~ is small enough, and hence d2 = d1 = 1. This
shows that (z1, . . . , zn) is an oriented Z-basis of Zn; let A ∈ SL(n,Z) be the corresponding ma-
trix. Equation (31) gives [(G

(2)
0 )′(ξ(2))]−1(G

(1)
0 )′(ξ(1)) = A + O(~), and since the left-hand side

does not depend on ~, A must converge towards it as ~→ 0, but since A has integer coefficients,
A must be constant for ~ small enough, and we have

A = [(G
(2)
0 )′(ξ(2))]−1(G

(1)
0 )′(ξ(1)) ∈ SL(n,Z) . (32)

From (30) and (28), we have

k
(2)
~ (λ

(1)
i ) = A · ei + k

(2)
0 = A · k(1)

~ (λ
(1)
i )− A · k(1)

0 + k
(2)
0 ,

which says that
k

(2)
~ (λ) = A ◦ k(1)

~ (λ) + κh (33)
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with κ~ := k
(2)
0 −A · k(1)

0 , when λ is restricted to the set {λ(1)
1 , . . . λ

(1)
n }. It remains to extend this

equality to the whole set L~.
(c) We cannot directly adapt the argument, replacing λ(1)

i by any λ ∈ L~, because the corre-
sponding integral vector zi from (30) would be unbounded (typically, of size 1/~), which would
make the Taylor formula unusable. Instead, we need a connectedness argument, as in Proposi-
tion 3.16. First, remark that we may now replace in (28) the vector ei by a linear combination
e :=

∑
niei, where ni are bounded integers, defining a lattice point µ by

~k(1)
~ (µ) = ~k(1)

0 + ~e ∈ Ũ0 .

Let v := µ− λ0. From
v = ~(G

(1)
0 )′(ξ(2)) · e+ O(~2) ,

and comparing with (29), we see that v =
∑
niv

(1)
i + O(~). Letting z := k

(2)
~ (µ)− k(2)

0 , we see
from

v = ~(G
(2)
0 )′(ξ(2)) · z + O(~2) ,

that z =
∑
nizi + O(~). Since the integers ni are bounded, we must have z =

∑
nizi for ~

small enough. This gives
k

(2)
~ (µ) = z + k

(2)
0 = A · e+ k

(2)
0 .

Therefore, the equality (33) still holds for µ, i.e. for all points of the form λ = λ0 +
k
(1)
~

n, where n

is uniformly bounded in Zn. Let us restrict such n to belong to {−1, 0, 1}n. This means that the
set of points satisfying (33) is invariant under the action of {−1, 0, 1}n. From Lemma 3.17, this
set must be L~ ∩ B̃. �

We now want to extend this discussion to good labellings. In order to control the “constant
term”, we shall need a new assumption.

Definition 3.20 An asymptotic lattice is called ~-continuous if the set I, which the small param-
eter ~ belongs to, is such that the set { 1

~1 −
1
~2 ; ~1, ~2 ∈ I} accumulates at zero, namely:

For all ε > 0, there exists ~0 > 0 such that for all ~1 ∈ I \ {0} with ~1 < ~0, there exists
~2 ∈ I, ~2 < ~1 such that

1

~2

− 1

~1

< ε. (34)

Of course, this property is satisfied if I = (0, ~0], because the map ~ → 1
~ is continuous. It

also holds if the closure I contains [0, ~0] for some ~0 > 0. However, it is not satisfied if
I = {1/k; k ∈ N∗}, which is typical in geometric quantization. For I = {1/kβ; k ∈ N∗},
the property is satisfied if and only if β ∈ ]0, 1[.

The following proposition can be seen as the quantum analogue of Lemma 2.2.

Proposition 3.21 Let k~ and k̃~ be two good labellings for the ~-continuous asymptotic lattice
L~. Then there exists a unique orientation preserving transformation τ ∈ GA+

Z (n,Z), indepen-
dent of ~, and ~0 > 0, such that k̃~ = τ ◦ k~ for all ~ ≤ ~0, ~ ∈ I.
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Here GA+
Z (n,Z) is the orientation preserving integral affine group GA+

Z (n,Z) := SL(n,Z)nZn.

Proof. We could start this proof by applying Proposition 3.19. However, it turns out that, in the
case of ~-continuous asymptotic lattices, a more direct and elementary argument is available. Let
G~ and G̃~ be the corresponding asymptotic charts (Equation (13)). Let F̃~ be a formal inverse
of G̃~, as in the proof of Lemma 3.10, and define K~ := F̃~ ◦G~. Let c ∈ B, and let ξ = G−1

0 (c).
Let k = k(~) be a family in Zn such that ~k(~) = ξ + O(~) as ~ → 0. From (13), there exists
another family k̃ = k̃(~) ∈ Z such that

K~(~k) = ~k̃ + O(~∞). (35)

Since K~ admits a C∞ asymptotic expansion K~ = K0 +~K1 + · · · , a uniform Taylor expansion
gives, for any fixed integer vector v ∈ Zn,

K~(~(k + v))−K~(~k) = ~K ′h(ξ) · v + O(~2) = ~K ′0(ξ) · v + O(~2) .

Hence from (35) we get, letting ~→ 0,

K ′0(ξ) · v ∈ Z .

This shows that the matrix K ′0(ξ) has integer entries. Swapping G~ and G̃~, and repeating the
argument, we obtain that the inverse of K ′0(ξ) has integer entries as well, meaning that K ′0(ξ) ∈
GL(n,Z). In particular, ξ 7→ K ′0(ξ) must be a constant matrix A ∈ GL(n,Z) in the connected
open set G−1

0 (B), which in turn implies that K0(ξ) = Aξ+α, for some α ∈ Rn. Thus, the maps
G0 and G̃0 must differ by an affine transformation in GA(n,Z):

G̃−1
0 ◦G0(ξ) = Aξ + α.

Let us assume, by contradiction, that α 6= 0. We have

k̃ =
1

~
K0(~k) +K1(~k) + O(~)

= Ak +
α

~
+K1(ξ) +R(~), (36)

with R(~) = O(~) (because ~k = ξ + O(~)). Let `(~) := k̃(~) − Ak(~). Let ~0 ∈ I be small
enough so that sup~≤~0 ‖R(~)‖ < 1

4
and so that the ~-continuity property (34) holds for ε = 1

4|α| .
Let

I0 := {~ ∈ I | ~ ≤ ~0, `(~) = `(~0)},
and let ~1 := inf I0. Since `(~) ∼ α

~ , it must be unbounded as ~→ 0, which implies that ~1 > 0.
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Case 1: ~1 ∈ I0. Then, by ~-continuity, one can find ~2 ∈ I, ~2 < ~1, such that 1
~2 −

1
~1 ≤

1
2|α| .

Since ~2 6∈ I0 and `(~) ∈ Zn, we have

|`(~1)− `(~2)| ≥ 1.

From (36) we get

|`(~1)− `(~2)| < |α|
(

1

~2

− 1

~1

)
+

1

2
< 1,

a contradiction.

Case 2: ~1 6∈ I0. Let η :=
~21

4|α| . By definition of ~1, there exists ~2 ∈ I0 such that ~1 < ~2 ≤
~1 + η. We have

~2 ≤ ~1 + η = ~1(1 +
~1

4 |α|) ≤
~1

1− ~1
4|α|

.

Hence 1
~1 −

1
~2 ≤

1
4|α| . Since ~1 ∈ I, by ~-continuity one can find ~3 ∈ I, ~3 < ~1, such that

1
~3 −

1
~1 ≤

1
4|α| . Hence 1

~1 −
1
~3 ≤

1
2|α| and we may conclude as in Case 1 that

|`(~1)− `(~3)| < |α|
(

1

~1

− 1

~3

)
+

1

2
< 1,

while |`(~1)− `(~3)| ≥ 1, a contradiction.
Consequently we must have α = 0. Thus we can write

`(~) = K1(ξ) + O(~),

which implies that `(~) converges to K1(ξ) as ~ → 0 and hence that K1(ξ) ∈ Zn, forcing it to
be a constant ` ∈ Zn on the connected open set G−1

0 (B). We obtain

k̃ = Ak + `+R(~),

thus R(~) ∈ Zn . Since R(~) = O(~), we must have, for ~ < ~0 small enough, R(~) = 0, which
finishes the proof of the proposition. �

Proposition 3.21 shows that, given a setL~ ⊂ B, the set of good labellings on subsets B̃ ⊂ B,
i.e. for which (L~∩B̃, I, B̃) is an asymptotic lattice, form a flat sheaf overB. As a consequence,
if B is simply connected and B is covered by open subsets on which L~ admit a good labelling,
then L~ admits a good labelling on B itself.

The ~-continuity property has a natural interpretation in terms of the uniform continuity of
individual points in L~, as ~ varies. Recall from the discussion before Definition 3.15 that the
choice of a good labelling defines an ~-evolution of each individual point in L~. If L~ is ~-
continuous, Proposition 3.21 implies that this evolution is in fact intrinsic to L~ itself. However,
this is not the case in general. The heuristics are very simple: given ~ ∈ I, if the closest element
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to ~ in I is of the form ~ + δ, then the lattice point corresponding to G~(k~) gets displaced by
a distance of order O(kδ). If kδ is of the same order as the mean spacing between points (i.e.
O(~)), then there will be a confusion between the evolution of this point with that of its closest
neighbors on L~. To avoid this confusion, we need kδ � ~; since k is in general of order 1/~,
this means δ � ~2, which precisely gives the ~-continuity condition (34).

Let us now give a precise statement of this, which will be needed for the inverse problem in
the next section.

Proposition 3.22 Let (L~, I, B) be an asymptotic lattice. There exists ~0 > 0, δ > 0, and ε > 0
such that, if ~1, ~2 ∈ I ∩ ]0, ~0] satisfy: ∣∣∣∣ 1

~1

− 1

~2

∣∣∣∣ < ε

then the following holds. Fix λ1 ∈ L~1 and let λ2 ∈ L~2 be defined by

λ2 = k−1
~2 (k~1(λ1)),

for some good labelling k~. Then

L~i ∩B(λj, δ~i) = {λi} ∀(i, j) ∈ {1, 2}2. (37)

Here B(λj, δ~i) denotes the Euclidean ball centered at λj , of radius δ~i.

In other words, we fix λ1 ∈ L~1 , and we consider the evolution of L~ as ~ moves from ~1 to
~2; then the closest element to λ1 in L~2 is unique and is precisely the natural evolution of λ1

obtained by fixing its integer label k~1(λ1).
Proof. First of all, by Remark 3.11 we may choose δ0 > 0 such that L~ ∩ B(λ, δ0~) = {λ} for
all ~ < ~0 and all λ ∈ L~. In particular, (37) holds when i = j for any δ ≤ δ0. Without loss of
generality we may assume ~2 < ~1. Let (G~, U) be an asymptotic chart associated with the good
labelling k~. Let k1 = k~1(λ1). We have

λ2 = G~2(~2k1) + O(~∞2 ) = G~2(~2k1) + O(~∞1 ) ,

and hence λ2−λ1 = G~2(~2k1)−G~1(~1k1)+O(~∞1 ). Let Ũ b U be such thatG−1
0 (Ũ) contains

B. Taking ~0 small enough, we may assume that G~ is invertible on Ũ for all ~ ∈ I ∩ ]0, ~0], see
Lemma 3.7, Item 6. Therefore ~1k1 ∈ B and hence is bounded. Thus, there exists M > 0 such
that

‖~2k1 − ~1k1‖ ≤ ε~1~2k1 ≤ εM~2.

Hence we may apply Item 4 of Lemma 3.7 and get ‖G~2(~2k1)−G~2(~1k1)‖ ≤ L0εM~2. Using
now Item 3 of the same lemma, we obtain

‖λ2 − λ1‖ ≤ L0εM~2 + C(|~2 − ~1|+ ~2
1 + ~2

2) + O(~∞1 )

≤ L0εM~2 + C(ε+ 2)~2
1 + O(~∞1 ). (38)
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Since ~1 ≤ ~2(1 + ε~1), we see that, if ε and ~0 are small enough, the right-hand side of (38) is
less than δ0~2/3. Choosing finally δ = δ0/2, we see that (37) must hold. Indeed, if µ1 ∈ L~1 and
µ1 6= λ1, then ‖µ1 − λ1‖ ≥ δ0~1, hence ‖µ1 − λ2‖ ≥ ‖µ1 − λ1‖−‖λ2 − λ1‖ ≥ δ0~1−δ0~2/3 >
δ~1, and similarly if µ2 ∈ Lh2 and µ2 6= λ2, then ‖µ2 − λ1‖ ≥ δ0~2 − δ0~2/3 > δ~2. �

We conclude this section by making precise the relationship between the natural evolution of
~-continuous asymptotic lattices given by Proposition 3.22 above, the “drift” mentioned before
Definition 3.15, and the asymptotic expansion of the lattice points in ~.

Proposition 3.23 Let (L~, I, B) be an asymptotic lattice. Let c ∈ B, and let λ~ ∈ L~ be such
that λ~ = c + O(~). Let k~ be a good labelling for this lattice. There there exists αc ∈ Rn,
Ac ∈ Mn(R), and βc ∈ Rn such that

λ~ = αc + ~(Ac · k~(λ~) + βc) + O(~2). (39)

Moreover,
αc = c−G′0(ξ0) · ξ0, Ac = G′0(ξ0), βc = G1(ξ0),

where G~ = G0 + ~G1 + · · · is the asymptotic chart associated with k~, and ξ0 = G−1
0 (c).

Proof. Let k = k~(λ~) for simplifying notation. Using a uniform Taylor formula (16), we have

G~(~k) = G0(ξ0) +G′0(ξ0) · (~k− ξ0) + ~G1(ξ0) + O(‖~k − ξ0‖2) + ~O(‖~k − ξ0‖) + O(~2).

Using the boundedness of G−1
~ (Item 5 or 6 of Lemma 3.7), we have

‖~k − ξ0‖ = O(
∥∥G−1

~ (~k)− c
∥∥).

Since λ~ = G~(~k) + O(~∞), this gives

λ~ = αc + ~(Ac · k~(λ~) + βc + O(‖λ~ − c‖)) + O(‖λ~ − c‖2) + O(~2), (40)

which establishes the result. �

Assume now that the asymptotic lattice L~ is ~-continuous; we see from (39) that the natural
evolution of a point λ ∈ L~, as ~ varies slightly, which corresponds to freezing the integer k, is
to move “as if it wanted to tend to αc”; and, in general αc 6= c.

Definition 3.24 Let (L~, I, B) be an ~-continuous asymptotic lattice. Let c ∈ B and ξ0 :=
G−1

0 (c). We call the quantity
δc := G′0(ξ0) · ξ0 ∈ R2

the drift of the asymptotic lattice at c. It does not depend on the choice of a good labelling.
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Proof. Let show that the drift is indeed well defined. Let G̃~ be another asymptotic chart of L~.
Since L~ is ~-continuous, we may apply Proposition 3.21, and obtain τ ∈ GA+

Z (n,Z) such that
G~(ξ) = G̃~(τ(ξ)) + O(~∞), for all ξ ∈ G−1

0 (B). In particular G0(ξ) = G̃0(τ(ξ)). Taking the
derivatives we get

∀v ∈ Rn, G′0(ξ0) · v = G̃′0(τ(ξ0)) · τ(v).

Evaluating at v = ξ0, we get
G′0(ξ0) · ξ0 = G̃′0(ξ̃0) · ξ̃0,

where ξ̃0 = G̃−1
0 (c). �

Since the drift is well-defined, we can expect to find a way to recover it directly from the
asymptotic lattice, without choosing a particular good labelling. This is the content of the fol-
lowing lemma.

Proposition 3.25 Let (L~, I, B) be an ~-continuous asymptotic lattice. Let c ∈ B, and let
λ~ ∈ L~ be such that λ~ = c+ O(~). For ~1, ~2 ∈ I, let λ(~1, ~2) be a closest element to λ~1 in
L~2 . We define the divided difference

δ(~1, ~2) := ~1
λ~1 − λ(~1, ~2)

~1 − ~2

. (41)

For any N > 2, there exists positive numbers ~0, ε0, and C > 0 such that for all ε ≤ ε0, ~1 ∈ I,
~1 ≤ ~0 and ~2 ∈ I such that

~2 < ~1 , ~1 − ~2 ≥ ~N1 , and
1

~2

− 1

~1

< ε , (42)

then λ(~1, ~2) is unique, and
|δ(~1, ~2)− δc| ≤ C~1 ,

where δc is the drift of L~ at c.

As we shall see below (Lemma 3.26), for an ~-continuous asymptotic lattice, it is always possible
to find couples (~1, ~2) satisfying the requirements (42) while being arbitrarily small. Hence,
the conclusion of this lemma is that we can recover the drift δc from the limit of the divided
difference (41), as ~1 → 0.
Proof of Proposition 3.25. Let k~ be a good labelling for L~, and G~ an associated asymp-
totic chart. From Proposition 3.22 there exist δ > 0, ε0 > 0 and ~0 > 0 such that for all
~1, ~2 ∈ I ∩ ]0, ~0] with

∣∣h−1
1 − ~−1

2

∣∣ < ε0, the element λ(~1, ~2) is uniquely defined, and
‖λ(~1, ~2)− λ~1‖ < δ~2. Moreover, k~1(λ~1) = k~2(λ(~1, ~2)). For ease of notation, let us
denote by k this integer. We have

λ~1 = G~1(~1k) + O(~∞1 ), λ(~1, ~2) = G~2(~2k) + O(~∞2 ). (43)
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If follows from Item 2 of Lemma 3.7 that c = G0(~1k) + O(~1), and hence, because ~2 ∈
( ~1

1+~1ε , ~1), there exists a constant C > 0 such that

‖~1k − ξ0‖ ≤ C~1, and ‖~2k − ξ0‖ ≤ C~1,

where ξ0 = G−1
0 (c). On the other hand, from Item 3 of Lemma 3.7, there exists CN > 0 such

that
‖G~1(~1k)−G~2(~1k)‖ ≤ CN(|~1 − ~2|+ ~N1 + ~N2 ).

(Note that we could have got rid of the terms ~N1 + ~N2 by choosing an asymptotic chart that is
smooth in ~, see Remark 3.9). Hence, since ~1 − ~2 ≥ ~N1 ,

~1
‖G~1(~1k)−G~2(~1k)‖

~1 − ~2

≤ 3CN~1 (44)

From Item 4 of Lemma 3.7, we can write

G~2(~1k)−G~2(~2k) = (~1 − ~2)G′~2(~2k) · (k) + O(|~1 − ~2|2 ‖k‖2) ,

which, in view of (44), and using that ~jk = ξ0 + O(~1) for j = 1, 2, we obtain

~1
G~1(~1k)−G~2(~2k)

~1 − ~2

= G′~2(~2k) · (~1k) + O(~1 |~1 − ~2| ‖k‖2)

= G′~2(ξ0) · (ξ0) + O(~1) + O(~1ε~1~2 ‖k‖2)

= δc + O(~2) + O(~1) + O(ε~2 ‖ξ0‖2)

= δc + O(~1) .

Finally, using (43) and the fact that ~1 − ~2 ≥ ~N1 , this yields the desired estimate. �

The following lemma shows that the requirement (42) can always be met.

Lemma 3.26 Assume I is ~-continuous. For any ε > 0, for any N > 2, there exists ~0 > 0 such
that for all ~1 ∈ I ∩ ]0, ~0], there exists ~2 ∈ I such that

~1 < ~2,
1

~2

− 1

~1

< ε and ~1 − ~2 ≥ ~N .

Proof. By contradiction, assume that the statement of the lemma does not hold. Let ~3 :=
inf{~ ∈ I; ~ < ~1,

1
~ − 1

~1 < ε}. By Definition 3.20 the set in question is not empty, hence
~3 ≥ 0, and ~3 ∈ [ ~1

1+~1ε , ~1]. By the negation of the lemma, one must have ~1 − ~3 < ~N1 ,
and hence 1

~3 −
1
~1 < ~N−2

1 (1 + ~0ε). Applying Definition 3.20 (with ε replaced by ε
2
) to this

~3 ∈ I\{0}, we obtain ~4 ∈ I with ~4 < ~3 and 1
~4−

1
~3 <

ε
2
. Hence 1

~4−
1
~1 <

ε
2
+~N−2

0 (1+~0ε).
If ~0 was small enough, the right-hand side is less than ε, thus ~4 contradicts the definition of ~3.
�
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3.4 Quantum rotation number
In this section, we define a spectral quantity from the joint spectrum of a quantum integrable
system, which will be the natural analogue of the rotation number wI(Λ). As we shall see,
making this quantity a purely spectral invariant is not obvious, because, in the same way as the
classical rotation numberwI(Λ) depended on the choice of the action variables I (Definition 2.1),
the quantum rotation number will depend on the choice of a good labelling.

Let us consider a two degree of freedom quantum integrable system (Ĵ , Ĥ) (see Section 3.2,
with n = 2, P1 = Ĵ , P2 = Ĥ), with proper classical momentum map F = (J,H) : M → R2

(here (J,H) is the principal symbol of (Ĵ , Ĥ)). Let c ∈ F (M) be a regular value of F , and
assume that F−1(c) is connected. From Theorem 3.6, we know that the joint spectrum Σ~ is an
asymptotic lattice near c.

Definition 3.27 Let λ 7→ (j, k) be a good labelling for the joint spectrum Σ~ in a ball B ⊂ R2.
Let B̃ b B be an open set. Let λ ⊂ Σ ∩ B̃, and let (j, k) be the corresponding labels. Denote

λ =: (Jj,k(~), Ej,k(~)) .

We define the quantum rotation number, for the quantum numbers (j, k), to be

[ŵ~](j, k) := [Ej+1,k(~)− Ej,k(~) : Ej,k+1(~)− Ej,k(~)] ∈ RP 1. (45)

The restriction to the smaller open subset B̃ ensures that the labels (j + 1, k) and (j, k + 1) do
correspond to joint eigenvalues in B, when ~ < ~0 and ~0 is small enough. As in the classical
case (Equation (2)), it is often more convenient to think of the rotation number as an element of
the 1-point compactification R,

ŵ~(j, k) :=
Ej+1,k(~)− Ej,k(~)

Ej,k+1(~)− Ej,k(~)
∈ R. (46)

The following result shows that, once a good labelling is known, the classical rotation number
can be recovered from the quantum rotation number, in the semiclassical limit.

Theorem 3.28 Let c ∈ R2 be a regular value of F , and assume that the Liouville torus Λ :=
F−1(c) is connected. Let λ~ be a joint eigenvalue in Σ~ such that

λ~ = c+ O(~).

Let G~ be an asymptotic chart for Σ~ in a neighborhood of c, let (j, k) be the corresponding
labels for λ~ and let I := G−1

0 ◦ F be the associated action variables (see Equation (11)). Then

[ŵ~](j, k) = [wI(Λ)] + O(~).
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The term O(~) is relative to the topology of RP 1 as homeomorphic to the circle, and is uniform
if c varies in a compact subset. The existence of λ~ in the statement of the theorem is guaranteed
by Lemma 3.14.

Proof. Let g~ be the second component of G~, so that Ej,k(~) = g~(~j, ~k) + O(~∞). We have
the C∞ asymptotic expansion

gh(ξ) = g0(ξ) + ~g1(ξ) + · · ·

where g0 is the second component of G0; thus, H = g0(I). By definition

[wI ](Λ) = [∂1g0(I(Λ)) : ∂2g0(I(Λ))].

A Taylor formula (Item 4 of Lemma 3.7) gives

Ej+1,k(~)− Ej,k(~) = g~(~(j + 1), ~k)− g~(~j, ~k) + O(~∞)

= ~∂1g~(~j, ~k) + O(~2)

= ~∂1g0(~j, ~k) + O(~2),

because (~j, ~k) is bounded. In fact, when ~ → 0, (~j, ~k) → G−1
0 (c) = I(Λ); hence

Ej+1,k(~)− Ej,k(~) = ~∂1g0(I(Λ)) + O(~2). Similarly, Ej,k+1(~)− Ej,k(~) = ~∂2g0(I(Λ)) +
O(~2), which yields

ŵ~(j, k) = [∂1g0(I(Λ)) + O(~) : ∂2g0(I(Λ)) + O(~)],

which gives the result, because (∂1g0(I(Λ)), ∂2g0(I(Λ))) 6= (0, 0). �

3.5 Quantum rotation number for semitoric systems
If F = (J,H) is a classical semitoric system, we have shown in Section 2.3 that the rotation
number is well defined as an angle in R/Z. We will show the quantum analogue here, namely
that for a quantum semitoric system, the rotation number can be defined with no ambiguity on
the choice of a good labelling.

Definition 3.29 ([39]) A quantum integrable system (Ĵ , Ĥ) is called semitoric if the correspond-
ing classical system (J,H) given by the principal symbols is semitoric.

Remark 3.30 It would be very interesting to have a purely spectral characterization of a quantum
semitoric system. The quantum analogue of the Hamiltonian S1 action should be reflected in the
fact that the spectrum of Ĵ coming from a bounded region of the joint spectrum is close to an
arithmetic sequence of the type α + ~(j + µ), j ∈ Z (see Proposition 3.31 below).

However the fact that a point c ∈ R2 is a regular value of F seems more delicate to obtain in
a purely spectral way. Moreover, the semitoric hypothesis also impacts the singularity types at
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Figure 2: Joint spectrum of the Spherical Pendulum. Joint eigenvalues are organized along
vertical lines indexed by j.

the boundary of the image of F = (J,H) (see Proposition 3.35). We don’t address these issues
here. Instead, we assume the semitoric nature of the system, and from this we try and recover
the rotation number. 4

In the semitoric case, Proposition 3.23 can be improved.

Proposition 3.31 Let (Ĵ , Ĥ) be a semitoric quantum integrable system defined for ~ ∈ ]0, ~0].
Let c ∈ R2 be a regular value of F and assume that F−1(c) is connected, where F = (J,H) is
the classical momentum map. Then there exist a ball B around c, α ∈ R, µ ∈ R, and a good la-
belling λ 7→ (j, k) of the joint spectrum Σ~ inB such that, uniformly for λ = (Jj,k(~), Ej,k(~)) ∈
Σ~ ∩B,

Jj,k(~) = α + ~(j + µ+ O(λ− c)) + O(~2). (47)

Loosely speaking, this proposition says that, in a small ball around c, the joint spectrum of a
semitoric system is organized along regularly spaced vertical lines J = α + ~(j + µ), and
the quantum number j ∈ Z labels these lines. See Figure 2. If J is proper (and Ĵ has no
subprincipal symbol), the result follows from the cluster structure of the spectrum of pseudo-
differential operators with periodic characteristics, see for instance [18, 16, 10, 22]. In our case,
we do not impose the properness of J and there is no restriction on subprincipal symbols; the
result is still valid because we restrict the joint spectrum to a small B (it would not hold for the
usual spectrum of Ĵ alone).

Lemma 3.32 Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.31, let B be a bounded, simply connected
open subset of regular values around c, such that (Σ~, ]0, ~0], B) is an asymptotic lattice. Then
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this asymptotic lattice admits a semitoric asymptotic chart, i.e. an asymptotic chart G~ ∼ G0 +

~G1 + · · · such that the first component G(1)
0 of G0 = (G

(1)
0 (ξ1, ξ2), G

(1)
0 (ξ1, ξ2)) : U → R2

satisfies, for all (ξ1, ξ2) ∈ U ,
dG

(1)
0 (ξ1, ξ2) = dξ1. (48)

Proof. Let G~ be an asymptotic chart for Σ~ near c, see (10) and Definition 3.5, and let I =
(I1, I2) be the corresponding action coordinates: F = G0 ◦ I . Since (J,H) is semitoric, there
exist oriented action coordinates near Λ := F−1(c) of the form (J, J2). Hence by Lemma 2.2
there is an affine transformation τ ∈ GA(n,Z) such that (I1, I2) = τ(J, J2) = A(J, J2) + z,
where A ∈ SL(2,Z) and z ∈ R2. Then the map Ĝ~(ξ) := G~(Aξ) is an asymptotic chart by
Lemma 3.18 and we have:

dĜ0 = dG0 ◦ A = dG0 ◦ dτ = d(G0 ◦ τ) .

Since G0(τ(J, J2)) = (J,H), this implies d(G0 ◦ τ)(1) = dξ1, and gives the result. �

Equation (48) means that, up to a constant, the chart G~ is associated with semitoric action
variables (Lemma 2.13).

Proof of Proposition 3.31. Let us consider the proof of Proposition 3.23. In view of Lemma 3.32,
if we project (40) on the first component, the term O(‖λ~ − c‖2) disappears, because the first
component of G0 is an affine map. This gives the required estimate. �

Remark 3.33 Comparing with Proposition 3.23, we see that the number α in (49) is equal to
c(1) − ξ(1)

0 , i.e. the first component of c − ξ0. Thus ξ(1)
0 is the first component of the drift of the

joint spectrum (Definition 3.24). Recall that ξ(1)
0 is also the value of the action integral along the

S1-cycle on the torus Λc. 4

Theorem 3.34 Let (Ĵ , Ĥ) be a semitoric quantum integrable system, with momentum map F =
(J,H). Let c ∈ R2 be a regular value of F , and assume that the Liouville torus Λ := F−1(c)
is connected. Let G~ = G0 + ~G1 + · · · be an asymptotic chart for Σ~ near c, such that the
associated good labelling λ 7→ (j, k) satisfies Equation (47). Then (48) holds, i.e. the first
component of G0 satisfies, for all (ξ1, ξ2) near G−1

0 (c):

dG
(1)
0 (ξ1, ξ2) = dξ1.

Moreover, let λ~ be a joint eigenvalue in Σ~ such that

λ~ = c+ O(~) .

Then the corresponding quantum rotation number (Equation (46)) satisfies:

ŵ~(j, k) = w(Λ) + O(~) mod Z ,

where w(Λ) is the semitoric rotation number in the sense of Definition 2.12.
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Proof. By assumption, the first component of λ~ has the asymptotic expansion:

Jj,k(~) = α + ~(j + µ+ O(λ− c)) + O(~2) , (49)

where α, µ ∈ R do not depend on ~. From Theorem 3.28, we have

[ŵ~](j, k) = [wI(Λ)] + O(~), (50)

where I = G−1
0 ◦F . From Lemma 3.32, we introduce a semitoric asymptotic chart Ĝ~ := G~◦A,

where A ∈ SL(2,Z) is such that Ĝ~ satisfies

dĜ
(1)
0 (ξ1, ξ2) = dξ1. (51)

From the proof of Proposition 3.31, Ĝ~ satisfies Equation (47): there exists α′, µ′ in R such
that, ∀~ < ~0, Jj,k(~) = α′ + ~(j′ + µ′ + O(λ − c)) + O(~2); here j′ = aj + bk, where a,
b are the integers forming the fist line of A−1. Comparing with Equation (49), we obtain, since
λ~ − c = O(~),

α′ + ~(aj + bk + µ′) = α + ~(j + µ) + O(~2) ,

hence there exists a constant C > 0 such that, for all ~ ∈ I,∣∣α′ − α + ~
(
(a− 1)j + bk + µ′ − µ

)∣∣ ≤ C~2. (52)

This holds for all ~-dependent couples (j, k) = (j(~), k(~)) that label a joint eigenvalue λ~ ∈
Σ~ near c. If u, v are given integers, independent of ~, then the joint eigenvalue labelled by
(j(~) + u, k(~) + v) differs from λ~ by O(~). Hence (52) must hold for this new label as well,
and writing the triangle inequality we obtain, for all fixed (u, v) ∈ Z2,

~ |(a− 1)u+ bv| ≤ 2Cu,v~2.

Choosing (u, v) = (0, 1) or (1, 0), as soon as 2Cu,v~ < 1, this implies a = 1 and b = 0 (and

hence α = α′ and µ′ = µ from (52)). This entails that the matrix A takes the form A =

(
1 0
r 1

)
.

Hence Equation (48) follows from (51). This proves that, up to a constant, the action variables I
are in fact semitoric. Thus, from Proposition 2.14 we obtain

w(Λ) = wI(Λ) mod Z,

which, together with (50) finishes the proof of the Theorem (recall that in the semitoric case, the
direction [wI(Λ)] can never be vertical). �

In order to illustrate this result, we have produced a numerical comparison between classical and
quantum rotation numbers, in the case of the spherical pendulum (an axisymmetric Schrödinger
operator on the sphere S2), see Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Classical (left) and quantum (right) rotation numbers for an axisymmetric Schrödinger
operator on the sphere S2 with potential V = z (quantum spherical pendulum).

Theorem 3.34 will be used in Section 3.6.2 to obtain, algorithmically, a good labelling for
the joint spectrum of a quantum semitoric system, based on the fact that the “global label j”
corresponding to the integer in (47) is easy to detect. However, even for a semitoric system,
assigning another quantum number k to each joint eigenvalue can be more delicate. While it
is in principle always possible near any regular value c of the moment map (J,H), thanks to
Theorem 3.6, there is no global recipe: due to a possibly non-trivial monodromy, a good la-
belling for the joint spectrum may simply not globally exist [43]. There is, however, a common
situation where a natural second quantum number shows up: consider, for a fixed j, the corre-
sponding vertical spectral band Vj . If the spectrum inside Vj is either bounded from above or
from below, and if this bound corresponds to an elliptic singularity — which is generically the
case —, then labelling k in increasing order from the bounded side will provide a good labelling.
To understand this, let c = (x, y) be a rank-one elliptic singularity of F , where x is a regular
value of J . This means that the restriction of H to the submanifold J−1(x) admits a Morse-Bott
non-degenerate critical point m with H(m) = y. Let us assume that F−1(c) is connected; by
the theory of non-degenerate singularities of integrable systems [51], this fiber must then be a
circle of critical points (the corresponding point in the reduced space J−1(x)/S1 is a standard
Morse non-degenerate critical point). Letting x vary in a small neighborhood, we thus obtain
a smooth cylinder of critical points in M , whose critical values form a smooth curve through c
in R2, which belongs to the boundary of F (M). This situation is called a simple J-transversal
elliptic singularity. From the viewpoint of the energy H , there are two situations, where c is
either a local maximum or minimum of H restricted to J−1(x). For simplicity we shall only deal
with the minimum case (which we call ‘positive’ in the statement below). This is the case of the
Spherical Pendulum, Figure 2; of course the maximum case is completely similar.

Proposition 3.35 Let (Ĵ , Ĥ) be a semitoric quantum integrable system with principal symbols
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(J,H). Let c ∈ R2 be a simple positive J-transversal elliptic critical value of F . Then, for ~
small enough, the joint eigenvalues λ ∈ Σ~ in a neighborhood of c belong to the union of disjoint
vertical bands Vj given by the equation

x = α + ~(j + µ+ O(λ− c)) + O(~2), j ∈ Z (53)

where α, µ ∈ R are fixed. In each vertical band Vj , the y coordinates of the joint eigenvalues are
distinct and bounded from below. We label them in increasing y-order by a non-negative integer
k ∈ N. Then, for any regular value c′ of F , close to c, the labels (j, k) form a good labelling of
Σ~ near c′.

Contrary to the rest of the article, for this result the standard action-angle theorem (and its semi-
classical version) is not enough. We need to resort to the microlocal study of the spectrum near
a simple transversally elliptic singularity, which was done in [46, Theorem 5.2.4].

Theorem 3.36 ([46]) Let (Ĵ , Ĥ) be a quantum integrable system, with momentum map F =
(J,H), and let c be a simple transversally elliptic critical value of F . Then the joint spectrum
Σ~ in a neighborhood of c (independent of ~) can be described as follows:

1. joint eigenvalues have multiplicity one, in the sense of item 1. of Theorem 3.2;

2. Σ~ is an “asymptotic half lattice” in the sense that item 2. of Theorem 3.2 holds:

λ = G~(~k1, ~k2) + O(~∞), (54)

when replacing (k1, k2) ∈ Z2 by (k1, k2) ∈ Z× N, and replacing Equation (11) by

F = G0(ξ1, q2) (55)

where q2(x, ξ) = (x2
2 +ξ2

2)/2. Here the local coordinates (x1, ξ1, x2, ξ2) ∈ T ∗S1×R2 near
S1 × {β} × (0, 0) for some β ∈ R, describing a neighborhood of the circle F−1(c), are
symplectic, and G0 is a local diffeomorphism from (R2, (β, 0)) to a neighborhood of B.

Proof of Proposition 3.35. It follows from (55) that J = g(ξ1, q2) for a smooth g. Since J ,
ξ1 and q2 all have 2π-periodic flows, there must exist integers a, b such that dJ = adξ1 + bdq2.
Since the J-action is effective, a and b must be co-prime. The hypothesis of J-transversality
implies that a 6= 0. Thus ξ1 = a−1J − ba−1q2 + const, and the same argument implies that
a−1 ∈ Z and hence a = ±1. Up to composing by the symplectomorphism (x1, ξ1) 7→ (−ξ1, x1)
(and replacing k1 by −k1 in (54)), one may assume that a = 1. Thus (ξ1, q2) = τ(J, q2), where

τ ∈ GA(n,Z) with linear part A =

(
1 −b
0 1

)
. Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 3.31, we

let Ĝ~(x, y) := G~(A(x, y)), and the joint spectrum is described as

λ = G~(~k1, ~k2) + O(~∞) = Ĝ~(~(j, k2)) + O(~∞),
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with k1 = j − bk2. Then Ĝ~ = Ĝ0 + ~Ĝ1 + · · · , with

Ĝ0(x, y) = G0 ◦ A(x, y) = G0(x− by + α, y),

for some constant α ∈ R. But since the first component of G0 is g and J = g(ξ1, q2) =
g(J − bq2, q2), we deduce that for all (x, y) near A−1(β, 0) = (β, 0),

Ĝ0(x, y) = (x+ α, f(x, y))

for some smooth function f with ∂yf 6= 0. We conclude as in the proof of Proposition 3.31 that
the first component of λ takes the form

Jj,k2(~) = α + ~j + ~µ+ ~O(λ− c) + O(~2).

Hence we obtain the description of the vertical bands Bj in (53), which are disjoint if |λ− c| is
small enough (independently of ~) and ~ itself is small enough. Finally, if j is fixed, the second
component of the joint eigenvalues is given by

Ej,k2(~) = f(~j, ~k2) + ~O(λ− c) + O(~2).

Thus, Ej,k2+1 − Ej,k2 = ~∂yf(c) + ~O(λ − c) + O(~2). For a fixed value of J , H is assumed
to be minimal at the elliptic critical point. Since q2 ≥ 0, we must have ∂q2H ≥ 0 when q2 = 0,
which implies ∂yĥ > 0. Hence Ej,k2+1 − Ej,k2 ≥ ~/C for some constant C > 0.

It remains to prove that (j, k2) is a good labelling away from the critical value. Since
(k1, k2) = A(j, k2), this is equivalent to showing that (k1, k2) is a good labelling. Since item
1. in Definition 3.5 is already given by Theorem 3.36, we must only prove item 2. Let c′ be a
regular value of F . Let B be a ball around c in which the description of the joint spectrum by
Theorem 3.36 is valid:

λ = G~(~k1, ~k2) + O(~∞),

where (k1, k2) ∈ Z× N, and G~ is defined in a neighborhood of (β, 0). Let B′ ⊂ B be a ball of
regular values around c′. We claim thatG~�G−1

0 (B′)
is an asymptotic chart for Σ~ inB′. Indeed, let

(β′, γ′) := G
(−1)
0 (c′); necessarily γ′ > 0 because c′ is regular. Now assume that (k1, k2) ∈ Z2 is

such that ~(k1, k2) ∈ G−1
0 (B′); then ~k2 is close to γ′, and in particular, k2 > 0. Hence, by (54),

there exists a joint eigenvalue in λ ∈ B′ such that λ = G~(~k1, ~k2) + O(~∞). Therefore,
according to Definition 3.5 (item 2.), G~ is an asymptotic chart for Σ~ in B′. �

3.6 Labelling algorithms
In order to obtain a fully satisfactory inverse spectral result, we need to recover a good labelling
from the joint spectrum. Once a good labelling is known, the quantum rotation number can
be computed via (45), and its asymptotics reveal the classical rotation number thanks to Theo-
rem 3.28.
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Figure 4: The labelling algorithm

As was shown in Section 3.5, a good labelling is easy to find for quantum semitoric systems
with elliptic critical values. In the general case however, the question is more delicate. In this
final section, we consider an arbitrary asymptotic lattice (L~, I, B) and investigate the problem
of constructing a good labelling for it.

3.6.1 An algorithm for fixed ~

The core part of our labelling algorithm can be executed for any fixed value of ~ ∈ I. Actually,
it can be applied to any finite set L~ ⊂ B. If c ∈ B, we will use the expression “choose a closest
point to c” to indicate that we have to choose a point in L~ that minimizes the distance to c.
After such a point has been picked up and labelled, we remove it from L~; thus, subsequent calls
to “choose a closest point to...” implicitly indicates that this point should be chosen within L~
minus all the already labelled points. This is of course always possible as long as this new set is
not empty.

We write the algorithm in the two-dimensional case, which is enough for our purposes. We
believe that the general case can be dealt with in a similar way. If (n,m) is a label for a point
λ ∈ L~, we shall denote this point λ = λn,m. See Figure 4. The complete algorithm consists in
the twelve following steps.

1. Choose an open subset B0 b B, and fix c ∈ B0.
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2. Choose a closest point to c. Label it as (0, 0).

3. Choose a closest point to λ0,0 (in the set L~ \ {λ0,0}). Label it as (1, 0).

4. Choose a closest point to 2λ1,0 − λ0,0 = λ1,0 + (λ1,0 − λ0,0) and label it as (2, 0).

Continuing in this fashion (if λn−1,0 is chosen, take λn,0 to be a closest point to λn−1,0 +
(λn−1,0 − λn−2,0)), label points λn,0, n > 0, until the next point lies outside of B0.

Label λn,0 for negative n in the same way, starting from the closest point to 2λ0,0 − λ1,0.

5. Choose a closest point to λ0,0 not already labeled and label it as (0, 1).

6. Label a closest point to λ0,1 + (λ1,0 − λ0,0) as (1, 1).

7. Use the points λ0,1, λ1,1 to repeat the process in step 4, labelling as many points λn,1 as
possible (if λn−1,1 is chosen, take λn,1 to be a closest point to λn−1,1 + (λn−1,1 − λn−2,1)).

8. Label a closest point to 2λ0,1 − λ0,0 as λ0,2. Repeat steps 6-7 to label all points λn,2.

9. Continuing as above, label all points λn,m, m > 0 which lie in the given neighborhood.

10. Label a closest point to 2λ0,0 − λ0,1 as (0,−1).

11. Repeat steps 6,7,8,9 with negative m indices.

12. Finally, if the determinant of the vectors (λ1,0 − λ0,0, λ0,1 − λ0,0) is negative, switch the
labelling λn,m 7→ λn,−m (in order to make it oriented).

Let us prove now some properties of this algorithm when (L~, I, B) is a given asymptotic
lattice. We use the notation of Definition 3.5; in particular, G~ : U → Rn is an asymptotic chart,
and kh is the corresponding good labelling. Of course, both of them are a priori unknown. Let
B0 b B be an open subset containing c, and let B̃0 be an open subset such that B0 b B̃0 b B.
Let ~̃0 be given by Item 2b of Definition 3.5 with Ũ0 := G−1

0 (B̃0). Because the results of this
section are made to be directly implementable on a computer, we shall try to write all estimates
as explicitly as possible. Let Ũ b U and ~0 ∈ ]0, ~̃0] be such that (G~)�Ũ is invertible onto a
neighborhood of B for all ~ ∈ I ∩ ]0, ~0], see Item 6 of Lemma 3.7. From now on in this section,
every ~ is tacitly assumed to belong to I ∩ ]0, ~0].

Let U0 = G−1
0 (B0) and U~ = G−1

~ (B0). Then U0 b G−1
0 (B) and for all ~ ≤ ~0, U~ b Ũ . It

follows from the asymptotic expansion of G−1
~ that there exists C > 0 such that

∀~ ≤ ~0, U~ ⊂ U0 +B(0, C~) ,

and hence for any R > 0, there exists ~[0]
0 ∈ ]0, ~0] such that

∀~ ≤ ~[0]
0 , U~ +B(0, R~) ⊂ Ũ0 and U~ +B(0, R~) ⊂ Ũ . (~-56)
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As in Lemma 3.10, let LF be an upper bound on the Lipschitz constant ofG−1
~ on a neighborhood

of B. Choose ε ∈ (0, 1
LF

), and let ~[1]
0 ∈ ]0, ~0] be small enough to verify (~-22), so that (23)

holds.
Note that, with the exception of the three points λ0,0, λ1,0, and λ0,1, all points are constructed

by the following process:

(i) Choose a point µ1 ∈ B0 ∩ L~.

(ii) Choose a “vector” ~v = µ0−µ−1 (the difference between two previously constructed points
µ0 and µ−1 ∈ B0 ∩ L~).

(iii) Identify a closest point µ2 ∈ L~ to µ1 + ~v.

The following lemma shows that this process is uniformly well-defined if these points lie in ball
of size O(~) and ~0 is small enough. Then, Step (iii) amounts to picking up the natural parallel
transport defined in (24):

µ2 = µ1 +
k~

(k~(µ0)− k~(µ−1)).

Lemma 3.37 Given ε ∈ (0, 1
LF

), there exists L > 0 such that the following holds. Choose ~ ≤
~[1]

0 and four points µi ∈ L~ satisfying (i)-(iii) above, and let ki := k~(µi) be the corresponding
multi-integers in Z2, for i ∈ {−1, 0, 1, 2}. Let ρ > 0 be such that µ1 and µ−1 belong to the ball
B(µ0, ρ~). If ~ ≤ ~[0]

0 defined by (~-56) with some R > 2LFρ, and if for some N > 2, ~ satisfies
the inequalities

3CN~N−1 <
R

LF
− 2ρ and ~

(
L(ρ+ CN~N−1)2 + 4CN~N−2

)
≤ ε , (~-57)

where CN is defined in (19), then µ2 is unique and k2 = k1 + k0 − k−1.

Proof. We wish to consider the point λ2 ∈ L~ whose label is k1 + k0− k−1. First of all we show
that ~(k1 + k0 − k−1) ∈ Ũ0. For all λ ∈ L~, we get from (19)∥∥~k −G−1

~ (λ)
∥∥ ≤ LFCN~N .

Therefore, ~kj , for j ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, belongs to U~+B(0, LFCN~N) ⊂ Ũ provided LFCN~N−1 <
R, which is a consequence of the first inequality in (~-57). Thus, we may applyG−1

~ and use (19)
to obtain, for j ∈ {−1, 1},

‖~k0 − ~kj‖ ≤ LF ‖µ0 − µj‖+ 2LFCN~N < 2LF (~ρ+ CN~N) . (58)

Using the inequality for j = −1 we get ~(k1 + k0 − k−1) ∈ U~ + B(0, LF (3CN~N + 2~ρ)).
From (~-56) and the first inequality in (~-57), we get ~(k1+k0−k−1) ∈ Ũ0. Since U0 b G−1

0 (B),
by Item 2b of Definition 3.5 we may define λ2 := k

(−1)
~ (k1 + k0− k−1) ∈ L~, i.e., for all N ≥ 0,

‖λ2 −G~(~(k1 + k0 − k−1))‖ ≤ CN~N .
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We have, using a Taylor expansion at ~k1, see (16),

‖λ2 − (µ1 + ~v)‖ ≤ ‖G~(~(k1 + k0 − k−1))− (µ1 + ~v)‖+ CN~N

≤ ‖G~(~k1)− µ1 +G′~(~k1) · (~k0 − ~k−1)− ~v‖+ L1 ‖~k0 − ~k−1‖2 + CN~N

≤ ‖G′~(~k1) · (~k0 − ~k−1)− ~v‖+ L1 ‖~k0 − ~k−1‖2 + 2CN~N .

We can also write ‖~v −G~(~k0) +G~(~k−1)‖ ≤ 2CN~N . By Taylor expanding at ~k0,

‖G~(~k0)−G~(~k−1)−G′~(~k0) · (~k0 − ~k−1)‖ ≤ L1‖~k0 − ~k−1‖2 .

Hence

‖λ2 − (µ1 + ~v)‖ ≤ ‖(G′~(~k0)−G′~(~k1)) · (~k0 − ~k−1)‖+ 2L1 ‖~k0 − ~k−1‖2 + 4CN~N .

If follows from Item 1 of Lemma 3.7 that there exists a constant L2 > 0 such that

∀[ξ1, ξ2] ⊂ Ũ , ∀v ∈ Rn, ‖G′~(ξ2) · v −G′~(ξ1) · v‖ ≤ L2 ‖ξ2 − ξ1‖ ‖v‖ .

This gives

‖(G′~(~k0)−G′~(~k1)) · (~k0 − ~k−1)‖ ≤ L2 ‖~k0 − ~k1‖ ‖~k0 − ~k−1‖ ,

and hence

‖λ2 − (µ1 + ~v)‖ ≤ ‖~k0 − ~k−1‖ (2L1 ‖~k0 − ~k−1‖+ L2 ‖~k0 − ~k1‖) + 4CN~N .

Using (58) again,

‖λ2 − (µ1 + ~v)‖ < ~2
(
4(2L1 + L2)L2

F (ρ+ CN~N−1)2 + 4CN~N−2
)
.

Hence, for ~ small enough: precisely, as soon as

~
(
4(2L1 + L2)L2

F (ρ+ CN~N−1)2 + 4CN~N−2
)
≤ ε ,

we may apply (23) to see that the closest point to (µ1 + ~v) in L~ must be λ2, which proves the
lemma with L = 4(2L1 + L2)L2

F . �

Of course, as in the end of Remark 3.11, one can simplify estimates by choosing specific
values, for instance ε = 1

3LF
, R = 3LFρ, and then we may replace (~-57) by the stronger

assumption that there exist N > 1 such that

CN~N−1 ≤ min(
ρ

3
;
ε

8
) and ~ ≤ ε

4Lρ2
.
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Corollary 3.38 With λm,n the collection of points constructed in the algorithm without Step 12,
let kn,m = k~(λm,n). Set

~z1 = k1,0 − k0,0 and ~z2 = k0,1 − k0,0 . (59)

There exists ~[2]
0 > 0 (see Remark 3.39 below) such that for all ~ ≤ ~[2]

0 , we have

kn,m − k0,0 = n~z1 +m~z2 . (60)

Moreover, for all N ≥ 1,

‖λ1,0 − λ0,0‖ ≤ ~ρ0 , ‖λ0,1 − λ0,0‖ ≤ ~ρ0 , with ρ0 := L0 + 2CN~N−1 , (61)

where L0 is an upper bound on the Lipschitz constant of G~ on Ũ , see (15), and

‖~z1‖ ≤ ρ̃ , ‖~z2‖ ≤ ρ̃ , with ρ̃ := LF (L0 + 4CN~N−1) . (62)

After Step 12, ~z1 and ~z2 are possibly swapped.

Proof. Let λ1 = k
(−1)
~ (k0,0 + ~e1), where ~e1 = (1, 0). Necessarily, λ1 6= λ0,0; hence, by Step 3,

‖λ1 − λ0,0‖ ≥ ‖λ1,0 − λ0,0‖. Since (using (13)),

‖λ1 − λ0,0‖ ≤ ‖G~(~(k0,0 + ~e1))−G~(~k0,0)‖+ 2CN~N ≤ L0~ + 2CN~N ; (63)

this shows the first inequality in (61). We now proceed with Step 4 of the algorithm by applying
Lemma 3.37 to the triple (λ0,0, λ1,0, λ1,0), with ρ = ρ0, and thus obtain a unique λ2,0 = λ0,0 +

k~
~z1.

From (63) we immediately obtain

~‖~z1‖ ≤ LF‖G~(~k1,0)−G~(~k0,0)‖ ≤ LF‖λ1,0 − λ0,0‖+ 2LFCN~N

≤ LFL0~ + 4LFCN~N = ~ρ̃ .

This proves the first inequality of (62). In order to repeat the application of Lemma 3.37 to the
triple (λ1,0, λ2,0, λ2,0) we need to estimate ‖λ2,0 − λ1,0‖. Since k2,0 = k1,0 + ~z1, we get

‖λ2,0 − λ1,0‖ ≤ L0~ ‖~z1‖+ 2CN~N ≤ ~ρ1 (64)

with ρ1 := L0ρ̃ + 2CN~N−1. Thus we may apply Lemma 3.37 with ρ = ρ1, and obtain that
λ3,0 is labelled by k0,3 = k0,0 + 2~z1. Therefore, we can estimate ‖λ3,0 − λ2,0‖ ≤ ~ρ1 exactly as
in (64). Repeating this process with the same ρ = ρ1, we complete Step 4 to obtain all λn,0 as
long as they belong to B0, and obtain, for all n, ‖λn,0 − λn−1,0‖ ≤ ~ρ1 and

kn,0 − k0,0 = n~z1, i.e. λn,0 = λ0,0 +
k~
n~z1 . (65)
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Next, we consider λ(0,1) from Step 5. If λ1 was not labelled in Step 4, we have ‖λ1−λ0,0‖ ≥
‖λ0,1 − λ0,0‖, which leads to the same estimates of as above, namely (61) and (62) hold. If, on
the contrary, λ1 was labelled in Step 4, then by (65) there exists a non-zero integer n such that
~e1 = n~z1. Thus the point λ2 = k~(k0,0 +~e2) was not labelled in Step 4. Therefore ‖λ2− λ0,0‖ ≥
‖λ0,1− λ0,0‖ and we the above estimates still hold, with the same ρ, which proves (61) and (62).
Therefore, we may continue to follow the algorithm and use Lemma 3.37 at each step, proving
the corollary. �

Remark 3.39 Let us investigate how small ~[2]
0 should be for Corollary 3.38 to hold. We do

not try to have an optimal bound, but rather to check what the geometric constraints are. First,
we have the upper bound ~[1]

0 defined by (~-22), which ensures that k~ is well defined and one-
to-one. This one is quite weak in principle, because we are free to increase the exponent of
~ to make it smaller. Then we apply Lemma 3.37 with ρ = ρ0, which gives another upper
bound given by (~-57), where we are free to choose another N > 2. Essentially, this means
~ . ε

Lρ0
∼ 1

L0(L1+L2)L3
F

. Another application of Lemma 3.37 with ρ = ρ1 ∼ LFL
2
0 gives a new

bound (~-57), which, roughly speaking, imposes ~ . 1
L2
0(L1+L2)L4

F
, which is a priori stronger

than the previous one, at least if LF , L0 ≥ 1 and we neglect the term CN~N . However, at each
application of the lemma we are free to optimize by choosing a different N . In both cases one
needs to selectR > 2LFρ, which gives yet another bound by adjusting ~[0]

0 ∼ o(1/R), see (~-56).
Given R, this last bound only depends on the size of the domain B0 within B; we can improve it
if necessary by choosing a smaller B0. 4

We now consider in more details the construction of the first three points (λ0,0, λ1,0, λ0,1)
near c. Naturally, we assume that ~ is small enough so that L~ contains at least three points. Our
aim is to prove that ~z1 and ~z2 form a Z-basis of Z2. After λ0,0 is chosen, ~v1 = λ1,0 − λ0,0 and
~v2 = λ0,1−λ0,0 are chosen by a minimization process. We have to be careful with the fact that the
vectors ~zi do not satisfy the same minimization properties because G′~(~k0,0) is not orthogonal,
in general.

Lemma 3.40 There exists ~[3]
0 > 0 (given by (~-66) and (~-69) below) such that if ~ ≤ ~[3]

0 , then
the entries of ~z1 are co-prime integers.

Proof. Assume that there exists ~z0 ∈ Z2 \ {0} and n ∈ N∗ such that ~z1 = n~z0, where n may
depend on ~. Let us first show that ~(k0,0 +~z0) ∈ Ũ0 (notice that Ũ0 is not assumed to be convex).
From Lemma 3.14, for any N we have

‖c− λ0,0‖ ≤ (M + L0)~ + CN~N .

Likewise, if we let k0,0 := k~(λ0,0) and ξ := G−1
0 (c), then ξ ∈ B̃0 and we have

‖ξ − ~k0,0‖ ≤ LF (‖G~(ξ)− λ0,0‖+ ‖λ0,0 −G~(~k0,0)‖)
≤ LF

(
M~ + ‖c− λ0,0‖+ CN~N

)
≤ LF (2M + L0 + 2CN~N−1)~.
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Therefore, using (62),

‖~(k0,0 + ~z0)− ξ‖ ≤ ‖~k0,0 − ξ‖+ ~ ‖~z0‖ ≤ LF (2M + L0 + 2CN~N−1)~ + ~ρ̃/n

Since B̃0 is open and independent of ~, there is r0 > 0 such that B(ξ, r0) ⊂ Ũ0. Assume
~(LF (2M + L0 + 2CN~N−1) + ρ̃) < r0, i.e.

~LF (2M + 2L0 + 6CN~N−1) < r0 . (~-66)

Then ~(k0,0 +~z0) ∈ B(ξ, r0) ⊂ Ũ0. We may now let µ := k−1
~ (~(k0,0 +~z0)) be the corresponding

element in L~. By (16), for any ~z ∈ R2 such that ‖~z‖ ≤ ‖~z1‖,

‖G~(~k0,0 + ~~z)−G~(~k0,0)−G′~(~k0,0) · (~~z)‖ ≤ L1 ‖~~z‖2 (67)

and hence

‖λ1,0 − λ0,0‖ = ‖G′~(~k0,0) · (~~z1)‖+ σ1

‖µ− λ0,0‖ = ‖G′~(~k0,0) · (~~z0)‖+ σ0 , (68)

with |σj| ≤ L1 ‖~~z1‖2 + 2CN~N , for j = 0, 1. From the algorithm we know that ‖λ1,0 − λ0,0‖ ≤
‖µ− λ0,0‖ and therefore

(n− 1) ‖G′~(~k0,0) · (~~z0)‖ ≤ σ0 − σ1.

From Lemma 3.7, there exists Γ > 0 independent of ~ such that
∥∥G′−1

~

∥∥ ≥ Γ on Ũ , and hence

(n− 1) ≤ σ0 − σ1

Γ ‖~~z0‖
≤ 2L1~2ρ̃2 + 4CN~N

Γ~
.

Thus, if
~(2L1ρ̃

2 + 4CN~N−2) < Γ, (~-69)

then we must have n = 1. �

Lemma 3.41 For all ~ ≤ ~[3]
0 , the vectors ~z1 and ~z2 (59) defined in Corollary 3.38 are linearly

independent.

Proof. If ~z1 and ~z2 are colinear, there exists σ ∈ Q such that ~z2 = σ~z1. Since the coefficients of
~z1 are co-prime, we must have σ = n ∈ Z. Writing, k0,1 = k0,0 + ~z2 = k0,0 + n~z1, we obtain
from Corollary 3.38 that λ0,1 = λn,0, which contradicts Step 5 of the algorithm. �

We arrive at the main result of this section.

Theorem 3.42 There exists ~[4]
0 > 0 (defined in (3.6.1)) such that ~z1 and ~z2 defined in Corol-

lary 3.38 form a Z-basis of Z2 for any ~ ≤ ~[4]
0 .
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Proof. Let D = D(~) := det(~z1, ~z2). We know that D 6= 0 by the previous lemma. We want
now to prove thatD = ±1. By Pick’s formula, the number of integral points in the closed convex
hull of the three points k0,0, k1,0 and k0,1 (other than these vertices), where points in the boundary
count half, is |D|−1

2
. Hence if |D| ≥ 2, there is at least one such integral point, call it ` ∈ Z2, set

~z3 = `− k0,0, and let µ = k−1
~ (~`) be the corresponding element of L~.

(i) Since the components of ~z1 are co-prime by Lemma 3.40, ~z3 cannot be colinear to ~z1, because
it then would be equal to it, and ` would be a vertex of the triangle. Therefore, by Corollary 3.38,
µ cannot be one of the λn,0. This implies

‖λ0,1 − λ0,0‖ ≤ ‖µ− λ0,0‖ . (70)

(ii) Set ~ui = G′h(~k0,0) · ~zi, i = 1, 2, 3. As ~z3 is a convex linear combination of ~z1 and ~z2, the
same holds between ~u3, and ~u1, ~u2. Using (67), we see that there exists a constant C > 0 that
can be made explicit (namely C ≥ 2L1ρ̃+ 2CN~N−2) such that the ball B(µ, ~2C) intersects the
interior of the triangle (λ0,0, λ1,0, λ0,1). Let µ̃ be a point of this intersection. Since ‖~zj − ~z3‖ ≥ 1
for j = 1, 2, because these are non zero integer vectors, the point µ̃ must stay away from a ball
of size δ~ of the vertices, for some δ ∈ ]0, 1/LF [ independent of ~ and which can also be made
explicit.

(iii) We now need some elementary triangle estimates in order to bound from below the distance
‖λ1,0 − λ0,0‖−‖µ̃− λ0,0‖. By construction of the algorithm, ‖λ1,0−λ0,0‖ ≤ ‖λ0,1−λ0,0‖. Hence
the angle at the vertex λ0,1 is strictly less than π

2
, which implies that the orthogonal projection H

of λ0,0 onto the line (λ1,0λ0,1) is located on the strict half line starting at λ0,1 and containing λ1,0.
Thus there exists r > 0 be such that the ball B(λ0,1, r) does not contain H (see Figure 3.6.1). In

r

r

Hλ0,0

µ̃

λ1,0

λ0,1

µ̃

Figure 5: The point µ̃ is pushed onto the thickened path.

fact any r ≤ ‖λ1,0 − λ0,1‖ /2 fulfills this requirement. We choose r = min(‖λ1,0 − λ0,1‖ /2, δ~)
so that, in addition, µ̃ 6∈ B(λ0,1, r) ∪ B(λ1,0, r). Let us push µ̃ along the ray (λ0,0µ) until it
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reaches either the boundary of one of the balls B(λ0,1, r) or B(λ1,0, r), or the opposite edge of
the triangle, E := (λ1,0λ0,1). We may call µ̃ again this new point. Doing this, the distance
d := ‖µ̃− λ0,0‖ can not decrease. When µ̃ is on the boundary of a ball, it is clear that d increases
as we move µ̃ on the circle towards the edge E. So, for any configuration of µ̃, there is a position
of µ̃ on E that produces a larger or equal distance d. Now it is easy to study the variation
of d = d(x) as a function of the abscissa x of µ̃ along E. Taking x = 0 for the point H
and x =: b > 0 at λ0,1, and using d(x) =

√
x2 + h2, with h = ‖H − λ0,0‖, we obtain for

x ∈ (0, b− r) that d is increasing and

d(b)− d(x) ≥ rb

2d(b)
≥ r2

2d(b)
.

If the point λ1,0 has a negative abscissa c < 0, the distance d will have a local maximum also at
c, and we can repeat the argument above to get, when |c| > r,

∀x ∈ (c+ r, 0), d(c)− d(x) ≥ r |c|
2d(c)

≥ r2

2d(c)
.

Recall that d(c) = ‖λ1,0 − λ0,0‖ ≤ ‖λ0,1 − λ0,0‖ = d(b). Thus,

∀x ∈ (c+ r, b− r), d(b)− d(x) ≥ r2

2d(b)
.

This finally gives

‖λ0,1 − λ0,0‖ − ‖µ̃− λ0,0‖ ≥
r2

2 ‖λ0,1 − λ0,0‖
. (71)

(iv) From (70) we can write

‖λ0,1 − λ0,0‖ ≤ ‖µ− λ0,0‖ ≤ ‖µ̃− λ0,0‖+ C~2

≤ ‖λ0,1 − λ0,0‖ −
r2

2 ‖λ0,1 − λ0,0‖
+ C~2 by (71).

Therefore
r2

2 ‖λ0,1 − λ0,0‖
≤ C~2.

Since ‖k0,1 − k1,0‖ ≥ 1, we have ‖λ0,1 − λ1,0‖ ≥ ~/LF−2CN~N , while (61) says ‖λ0,1 − λ0,0‖ ≤
L0~ + 2CN~N . We obtain

min(( 1
LF
− 2CN~N−1)

2
, δ2)

2(L0 + 2CN~N−1)
≤ C~
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which is of course impossible if ~ is small enough, namely if one takes ~ ≤ ~[4]
0 with

2CN(~[4]
0 )N−1 <

1

LF
and δ <

1

LF
− 2CN(~[4]

0 )N−1

and ~[4]
0 <

δ2

2C(L0 + 2CN(~[4]
0 )N−1)

. (~-72)

For all ~ ≤ ~[4]
0 , we conclude that |D| = 1. This concludes the proof of the theorem. �

Remark 3.43 In order to have a rough idea of the size of the various bounds on ~, following
up Remark 3.39, we may neglect the terms CN~N and get from (~-66) and (~-69) and the ap-
proximation Γ ∼ 1/L0 that ~[3]

0 . min
(
~[2]

0 ; r0
2LF (M+L0)

; 1
2L3

0L1L2
F

)
. Then, from (3.6.1) and

C ∼ 2L2
0L1L

2
F , we get ~[4]

0 . min
(
~[3]

0 ; 1
4L3

0L1L4
F

)
. 4

Definition 3.44 When the vectors (~z1, ~z2) form a Z-basis of Z2, the triple (λ0,0, λ1,0, λ0,1) will
be called an affine basis of L~ at λ0,0.

The algorithm does not necessarily label all points of L~ ∩ B0. Indeed, by construction, the
set of produced labels (n,m) is of the form

E := {(n,m) ∈ Z2; mmin ≤ m ≤ mmax; nmin(m) ≤ n ≤ nmax(m)} ,
where mmin, mmax, and nmin(m) and nmax(m), for m ∈ {mmin, . . . ,mmax}, may depend on ~.
For a given m, nmax(m) is the smallest positive integer produced by Step 4 such that λn,m ∈ B0

and λn+1,m 6∈ B0. The integer nmin(m) is defined in a similar way, mmax is the smallest positive
integer produced by Step 8 such that λ0,m ∈ B0 but λ0,m+1 6∈ B0, and mmin is defined in a similar
way. Thus, there is no reason why a set of the form E would fill up L~ ∩ B0 entirely. However,
since E will fill up all integral points of any convex set V ⊂ Ũ0, the algorithm is guaranteed to
label all points of L~ in some ~-independent open subset containing c. It would be interesting to
improve the algorithm in order to make sure that it explores the whole connected component of
B0.

Note that, after the last step (orientation test) of the algorithm, the basis ~v1, ~v2 is made direct,
so is the case for the basis ~z1, ~z2 because by convention detG′0(ξ) > 0. It follows from Theo-
rem 3.42 and Corollary 3.38 that for each ~ small enough, we can define a matrix Z~ ∈ SL(2,Z)
such that Z~(~e1, ~e2) = (~z1, ~z2), and the “labelling” λn,m 7→ (n,m) of the algorithm is such that

λn,m = G~(~(k0,0 + n~z1 +m~z2)) + O(~∞) = G~ ◦ Z~(~(κ+ n~e1 +m~e2)) + O(~∞)

where κ = Z−1
~ k0,0 ∈ Z2. However, this does not produce a linear labelling for L~ because in

general the map ~ → Z~ will not be constant (and hence, not continuous), even for arbitrary
small values of ~. In order to produce a linear labelling, we should find a way to “detect” the
matrix Z~, which will allow to correct the initial algorithm and make it smooth in ~. This is the
aim of the following section.
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3.6.2 A semitoric algorithm

If a quantum system is known to be semitoric, the joint spectrum is an asymptotic lattice with
a special property given by Proposition 3.31. In this case, we expect a good algorithm not to
provide any labelling, but rather a semitoric labelling, i.e. associated with a semitoric chart, see
Lemma 3.32.

Let (j, k) be the semitoric labelling of Theorem 3.34. From (47), we know that for any
ε ∈ (0, 1

2
), there exists a ball B′ around c such that, if ~0 is small enough, Σ~ ∩ B′ is contained

in a union of disjoint vertical strips of width 2ε~:

Σ~ ∩B′ ⊂
⋃
j∈Z

Vj(~), (73)

where
Vj(~) = [α + ~(j + µ)− ~ε, α + ~(j + µ) + ~ε]× R ⊂ R2. (74)

The precise size of B′ depends on the variations of the subprincipal term G1 of a semitoric
asymptotic chart G~ ∼ G0 + ~G1 + · · · .

Now, from the data of L~, perform the generic algorithm of the previous section, in order
to obtain an oriented affine basis (λ0,0, λ1,0, λ0,1) of L~ (Theorem 3.42, Definition 3.44, and
Step 12). Let V be the vertical strip of width ~3/2, vertically centered at λ0,0, and define µ ∈ L~
as the nearest point to λ0,0 located in V and above λ0,0. The existence of a semitoric chart
(Lemma 3.32) and the decomposition (73)-(74) imply that µ exists in an O(~) neighborhood of
λ0,0, belongs to the strip Vj0 that contains λ0,0, and is unique if ~ is small enough. Therefore,
we know from the analysis of the general algorithm (Corollary 3.38) that there exists bounded
co-prime integers (n,m) ∈ Z2 such that

k~(µ)− k0,0 = n~z1 +m~z2 .

In practice, the integers (n,m) can be found by expressing (µ− λ0,0)/~ on the basis (v1, v2) and
then rounding its coefficients to their nearest integers. Finally, we choose (n′,m′) ∈ Z2 such that
n′m−m′n = 1, and define µ′ ∈ L~ by

k~(µ
′) = n′ ~z1 +m′ ~z2 .

We obtain in this way a new oriented affine basis of L~ given by

(µ′ − λ0,0, µ− λ0,0) . (75)

Proposition 3.45 The affine basis (75) is associated with a semitoric asymptotic chart.
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Proof. The uniqueness of µ ensures that its label, in a semitoric chart Ĝ~ associated with a
labelling k̂~, is equal to k̂~(λ0,0)+(0, 1). Hence the label of µ′must be of the form k̂~(λ0,0)+(1, `),
for some ` ∈ Z. Hence the affine basis (75) is obtained from the one associated with the chart Ĝ~

by composition with the matrix A =

(
1 0
` 1

)
. This matrix A preserves the semitoric property

of the chart. �

3.6.3 An algorithm for a sequence of values of ~

In our way to reconstructing a good labelling from the data of the sets L~ and of a window
B with a distinguished point c ∈ B, we introduce a “algorithm with uniform labelling” on a
decreasing sequence ~j ∈ I, j ≥ 1, tending to 0. The algorithm is inductive: once the labelling
k~j : Λ~j 3 λ(j) 7→ (n(j),m(j)) ∈ Z2 is known, together with a matrix Sj ∈ M2(Z), it will
produce the labelling k~j+1

: Λ~j+1
→ Z2 (and the matrix Sj+1). Thus, it theoretically defines

k~j for all j. Of course, in practice, if one wants to obtain the labelling k~j for a specific j, it is
enough to stop at the step j.

The algorithm works by running the previous algorithm of Section 3.6.1 with all values ~j ,
for all j = 1, . . . , and self-adjusting the resulting labelling for each j. In order to have a more
efficient implementation, if we know in advance that we want to stop at a specific step j = jstop,
it is in fact not necessary to compute the full labellings for the values of j less than jstop; for these
values, it is enough to find the correct “affine basis”, which corresponds to Steps 1 to 5 of the
algorithm of Section 3.6.1. Thus, the new algorithm, with exit test at j = jstop, works as follows.

a) Choose an open subset B0 b B, and fix c ∈ B0. Let S0 = Id ∈ M2(R). Let j = 1.

b) Apply steps 1 to 5 of the algorithm of Section 3.6.1 with ~ = ~j . This defines points λ(j)
n,m.

In particular, we have an origin λ(j)
0,0, and the first generating vectors v(j)

1 = λ
(j)
1,0 − λ(j)

0,0 and
v

(j)
2 = λ

(j)
0,1 − λ(j)

0,0.

c) Define Tj ∈ M2(R) to be the matrix formed by the column vectors:

Tj := (~−1
j v

(j)
1 , ~−1

j v
(j)
2 ).

If Tj is not invertible or j = 1, increase j by one, let Sj := Sj−1, and go back to Step b).
If Tj is invertible, make it oriented as in Step 12 of the previous algorithm.

d) Define Aj := T−1
j Tj−1, and let A]j ∈ M2(Z) be the matrix obtained by rounding the

entries of Aj to their “nearest integer” (in the usual, unique way). If detA]j 6= 1, define
Sj := Sj−1. If detA]j = 1, define

Sj := Sj−1 (A]j)
−1 .
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e) In case of a concrete implementation, if j < jstop, increase j by one and go back to Step b).
Otherwise, finish the previous algorithm, i.e. perform Steps 6 to 12. Let λ 7→ (n,m) be
the resulting labelling.

f ) The new labelling of L~j is the map λ(j) 7→ (ñ, m̃) given by a linear transformation acting
on the labelling λ of the previous step according to(

ñ
m̃

)
= Sj

(
n
m

)
.

In other words, λn,m = λ
(j)
Sj(m,n) = λ

(j)
m̃,ñ.

Theorem 3.46 Let (L~, I, B) be an asymptotic lattice, where B ⊂ R2. Let ~j ∈ I, j ≥ 1, be
a decreasing sequence tending to 0. Then the previously described algorithm produces a linear
labelling of the asymptotic lattice (L~, I ′, B), where I ′ = {~j, j ∈ N∗}.

Proof. We interpret the newly introduced objects with respect to an asymptotic chart G~ (which
is known to exist, but is unknown). Let us denote by Zj the matrix formed by the column vectors
z

(j)
1 = ~z1 and z(j)

2 = ~z2 defined in Corollary 3.38(59) for ~ = ~j (initial algorithm):

Zj := (z
(j)
1 , z

(j)
2 ).

Formula (16), in view of (62), gives

Tj = G′0(ξ)Zj + O(~j) .

By Theorem 3.42, Zj is unimodular and hence Tj is invertible (with positive determinant) if ~j
is small enough, which happens for all j ≥ j0, for some j0. Thus,

Aj := T−1
j Tj−1 = Z−1

j Zj−1 + O(~j−1) .

Therefore, if j0 is large enough, we obtain for all j ≥ j0,

A]j = Z−1
j Zj−1 and detA]j = 1 .

Set Z̃j = Zj S
−1
j . The matrix Z̃j has integer coefficients and satisfies by definition of the new

labelling for ~ = ~j
Z̃j

(
ñ
m̃

)
= Zj

(
n
m

)
.

We check that the sequence Z̃j is stationary as j →∞:

Z̃j = Zj S
−1
j = Zj A

]
j S
−1
j−1 = Zj Z

−1
j Zj−1 S

−1
j−1 = Zj−1 S

−1
j−1 = · · · = Z̃j0 .
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By (60), in terms of the good labelling k~ associated with G~

k~(λ̃
(j)
ñ,m̃) = ñ ~z1 + m̃ ~z2 + k

(j)
0,0,

i.e.
Z̃−1
j0
k~(λ̃

(j)
n,m) = n~e1 +m~e2 + Z̃−1

j0
k

(j)
0,0.

Thus we have constructed a linear labelling λ → (n,m) for (L~, I ′, B), where (n,m) is such
that λ = λ̃

(j)
n,m, associated with the asymptotic chart G̃~ := G~ ◦ Z̃j0 . �

3.7 The inverse problem for the rotation number
We can finally apply our algorithms to the initial question, because having a linear labelling
is actually enough for recovering the rotation number. In Theorem 3.28 we have obtained the
classical rotation number as an O(h) limit of the quantum rotation number; this suggests that one
can actually expect that the recovery process is robust with respect to smaller (namely, O(~2))
perturbation of the asymptotic lattice. Previous results for special cases of pseudo-differential
operators show that this expectation is very natural [48, 33].

Corollary 3.47 ((Theorem 1.1)) Let (Ĵ , Ĥ) be a quantum integrable system with principal sym-
bols F := (J,H). Let c ∈ R2 be a regular value of F , such that the fiber F−1(c) is compact and
connected. Then from the knowledge of the family of joint spectra (Σ~(Ĵ , Ĥ))~∈I′ modulo O(~2),
where ~ varies in a sequence I ′ = (~j)j∈N∗ accumulating at zero, one can recover the classical
rotation number [w] in a neighborhood of cmodulo the natural action of Möbius transformations
(Lemma 2.2).

Proof. Recall from Definition 2.1 that we need to recover the rotation numberwI(b) for all points
b in a neighborhood of c, where I is a fixed set of action variables, which should not depend on
b.

We first assume that (Σ~ := Σ~(Ĵ , Ĥ))~∈I′ is given exactly, without any O(~2) error term.
By Theorem 3.6, there exists a ball B around c, contained in the set of regular values of F , and
~0 > 0, such that (Σ~ ∩B, ]0, ~0[, B) is an asymptotic lattice.

Let k̄~ be a linear labelling of a neighborhood B̃ b B of c constructed by the algorithm of
Theorem 3.46. Let b ∈ B̃ and let λ ∈ L~ be such that λ = b + O(~) (for instance, choose a
closest point to b). Let (n̄, m̄) = k̄~(λ) be the corresponding label obtained from the algorithm,
i.e. λ = λn̄,m̄.

Let k~ be the good labelling associated with k̄~ (it is not known from the algorithm). There
exist ~-dependent integers n0,m0 such that for any λ ∈ Σ~, if we let (n,m) = k~(λ) and
(n̄, m̄) = k̄~(λ), then

(n,m) = (n̄, m̄) + (n0,m0). (76)

Recall from (46) that the quantum rotation number ŵ~(n,m) is by definition

ŵ~(n,m) =
En+1,m(~)− En,m(~)

En,m+1(~)− En,m(~)
,
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where for all n,m, we denote by En,m(~) the first component of λ = k−1
~ (n,m) ∈ Σ~. Hence

ŵ~(n,m) =
π1λn̄+1,m̄ − π1λn̄,m̄
π1λn̄,m̄+1 − π1λn̄,m̄

,

where π1 : R2 → R is the projection onto the first factor; note that this quantity can be computed
directly from the algorithm. It just remains to apply Theorem 3.28: for the action variables I =
G−1

0 (F ), defined in a fixed neighborhood of the torus Λc = F−1(c), containing Λb = F−1(b),
the classical rotation number is

[wI(Λb)] = [ŵ~(n,m)] + O(~)

and hence can be recovered in the limit as ~→ 0, ~ ∈ I ′.
It remains to investigate the effect of the error term O(~2) in the knowledge of the joint

spectrum. By (23), this will not affect, if ~ is small enough, the choice of all points of the form
µ2 in Lemma 3.37, that is, once the affine basis (λ0,0, λ1,0, λ0,1) is chosen (Definition 3.44). In
contrast, the choice of this affine basis can depend on the error term, because we are minimizing
distances of order ~. Fortunately, this error won’t affect estimates like (67), provided we accept
to make the constant L1 larger, which is harmless. Thus, the perturbed triple (λ′0,0, λ

′
1,0, λ

′
0,1) is

still an affine basis for ~ small enough, and the rest of the algorithm (Lemma 3.37) goes through,
leading to a labelling λ′n̄,m̄ of the perturbed joint spectrum near c. Let λn̄,m̄ be the unique point
in Σ~ that is O(~2)-close to λ′n̄,m̄, using (23) again. We have λn̄,m̄ = b + O(~), and because of
that uniqueness, λn̄,m̄ 7→ (n̄, m̄) is a linear labelling of Σ~. As a above, we can now introduce the
good labelling for which (76) holds. The resulting “perturbed quantum rotation number” will be
computed as

ŵ′~(n,m) =
π1λ

′
n̄+1,m̄ − π1λ

′
n̄,m̄

π1λ′n̄,m̄+1 − π1λ′n̄,m̄
=
π1λn̄+1,m̄ − π1λn̄,m̄
π1λn̄,m̄+1 − π1λn̄,m̄

+ O(~2).

Hence, as above, we introduce the corresponding asymptotic chart G~ and conclude that

[wI(Λb)] = [ŵ′~(n,m)] + O(~) ,

with I = G−1
0 ◦ F . �

We may now turn to the global problem which, for simplicity, we state without the O(~2)
perturbation.

Theorem 3.48 Let (Ĵ , Ĥ) be a quantum integrable system with principal symbols F := (J,H).
Let Br be the set of regular values of F ; we assume that all fibers F−1(c) are compact and
connected. Then, from the joint spectrum Σ~ of (Ĵ , Ĥ), one can construct a map ω̂ : B̃r → RP 1

such that the following holds.
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1. If [w̃] is the globalized rotation number defined in Proposition 2.10, then

ω̂ = A ◦ [w̃] + O(~) ,

for some fixed A ∈ SL(2,Z). In particular, the globalized rotation number [w̃] can be
recovered from the joint spectrum, modulo a global Möbius transformation.

2. LetW be a connected open subset of the non-degenerate support of (J,H) (Definition 2.5).
Given any rotation number [w] onW (Definition 2.3), there exists a constantA ∈ SL(2,Z)
such that

ω̂ = A ◦ [w] + O(~) .

Proof. We construct the map ω̂ by a Čech cohomology argument. Fix c0 ∈ Br, and let γ :
[0, 1]→ Br be a path starting at γ(0) = c0. Let c = γ(1). Let λ ∈ Σ~ be a nearest point to c, so
that, by Lemma 3.14,

λ = c+ O(~) .

Applying Theorem 3.46 we get a neighborhood B0 of c0 equipped with a linear labelling k̄0,~ of
(Σ~ ∩ B0, I ′, B0). Cover the image γ([0, 1]) by a finite union of small balls B1, . . . , BN , such
that c ∈ BN , Bi ∩ Bi+1 6= ∅, for all i = 0, . . . , N , and such that on each Bi, the algorithm of
Theorem 3.46 produces a linear labelling k̄i,~ of (Σ~∩Bi, I ′, Bi). From Proposition 3.19 applied
to the restrictions of k̄i,~ and k̄i+1,~ on the asymptotic lattice Σ~∩Bi∩Bi+1, there exists a unique
matrix Ai ∈ SL(2,Z) and a family (κi,~)~∈I′ in Z2 such that, for ~ small enough,

k̄i+1,~ = Ai ◦ k̄i,~ + κi,~ on Σ~ ∩Bi ∩Bi+1 . (77)

We define
ω̂(γ) = [ŵN ](A−1

0 ◦ A−1
1 ◦ · · ·A−1

N−1 ◦ k̄N,~(λ)) , (78)

where [ŵN ] is the quantum rotation number associated with k̄N,~. It is constructed from the joint
spectrum as in Corollary 3.47. Note that the transition matrices Ai can be detected from the
algorithm by comparing the affine basis described in Theorem 3.42.

By Lemma 3.19, the sheaf that assigns to a point c ∈ Br a linear labelling (given by the algo-
rithm) on a small neighborhood of c has constant transition functions, when ~ is small enough,
modulo the addition of ~-families in Z2. This ensures that the cocyle condition for the linear
part of the transition functions is satisfied, and hence that the definition in (78) is invariant by
homotopy transformation of the path γ with fixed endpoints, provided the initial labelling k̄0,~ is
fixed. Thus, it defines a map

ω̂ : B̃r → RP 1 .

This map will be modified by a global SL(2,Z) transformation if one changes k̄0,~. A priori, the
smallness of ~ for which (78) is defined depends on γ; however, if γ stays in a compact region,
one can use a fixed, finite covering by small balls on which the algorithm applies, and hence
obtain a uniform ~0 > 0 for which (78) holds for all ~ ≤ ~0.
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From (77) we get, using (32),

Ai = [(G′i+1,0(ξi+1)]−1(Gi,0)′(ξi) . (79)

with ξi := G−1
i,0 (ci).

Let Ĩ : B̃r → R2 be the global action variable used in Proposition 2.10 to define [w̃]. Along
the path γ, the balls Bi can be lifted to open sets B̃i ⊂ B̃r on which πi, the restriction of
π : B̃r → Br is a diffeomorphism. Since both Ĩ ◦ π−1

i and Ii := G−1
i,0 ◦ F are action variables

above Bi, we must have
Ĩ ◦ π−1

i = Zi ◦ Ii ,
for some Zi ∈ SL(2,Z), which is of course independent of ~. Using (79), we obtain Ai =
Z−1
i+1 ◦ Zi, for all i = 0, . . . , N − 1. Thus, AN−1 · · ·A1A0 = Z−1

N Z0. For ~ small enough,
Z−1

0 ZN k̄N,~(λ) stays in the image of the linear labelling k̄N,~; hence we can write

[w̃](γ) = [ŵN ](Z−1
0 ZN k̄N,~(λ))

= [wZ−1
0 ZN IN

(Λ)] + O(~) by Theorem 3.28

= tZ0 ◦ [wZN IN (Λ)] + O(~) by Lemma 2.2
= tZ0 ◦ [w̃](γ) + O(~)

because by definition, [w̃]�B̃N
= [wĨ◦π−1

N
] = [wZN IN ]. This finishes the proof of Item 1. Item 2

now directly follows from Item 1 and the uniqueness part of Proposition 2.10. �

Finally, let us consider the semitoric case. In the presence of an elliptic singularity we may
combine Theorem 3.34 with Proposition 3.35 to obtain the following.

Corollary 3.49 Let (Ĵ , Ĥ) be a semitoric quantum integrable system with principal symbols
F = (J,H). Let c ∈ R2 be a simple J-transversal elliptic critical value of F . Then the joint
spectrum (Σ~)~∈I in a neighborhood B of c, where I is a set accumulating at zero, completely
determines the rotation numbers w(Λ) for all Liouville tori Λ ⊂ F−1(B).

If, however, we don’t have access to an elliptic singularity, we cannot make use of Proposi-
tion 3.35. But we can always resort to the semitoric algorithm of Section 3.6.2 (Proposition 3.45),
which gives:

Corollary 3.50 Let (Ĵ , Ĥ) be a semitoric quantum integrable system with principal symbols
F = (J,H). Let c ∈ R2 be regular value of F . Then the joint spectrum (Σ~)~∈I in a neighbor-
hood B of c, where I is a set accumulating at zero, completely determines the rotation numbers
w(Λ) for all Liouville tori Λ ⊂ F−1(B).

Here again, the detection of the rotation number is robust with respect to an O(~2) perturbation
of the joint spectrum.

Remark 3.51 Quantum integrable systems, as defined in Section 3, come from pseudo-differen-
tial operators, and hence are defined for an interval of values of ~ ∈ ]0, ~0]. For this reason, they
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are obviously ~-continuous, and one can apply Proposition 3.25 to detect their drift. However,
the detection of the rotation number in Corollary 3.47 does not use the ~-continuity. As a conse-
quence, it can in principle be applied to quantum integrable systems defined by Berezin-Toeplitz
operators on compact, prequantizable symplectic manifolds, using the Bohr-Sommerfeld theory
developed in [7]. 4

We hope that the formalism of asymptotic lattices, that we have tried to develop here in a
precise way, independently of any particular quantization scheme, should help attacking other
inverse problems for quantum integrable systems (and in particular semitoric systems). It may
also prove useful for the geometric quantization of Lagrangian fibrations, extending the first
order Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization that is often used instead. However, in order to get a more
complete picture of asymptotic lattices vs. joint spectra, one should include singularities of the
moment map into the picture.
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